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Fall enrollment up,
BSU tops headcount

THE HISTORIC groundbreaking ceremony for the Morrison Center was held Oct. 12 on the Boise
State University campus. Participants included, from the left, Fred Norman, BSU Department of
Theatre Arts; Cheryl Hymas, State Board of Education; Glenn Nichols, Department of Administra
tion; Wilber Elliott, BSU Department of Music; Ernest Lombard, architect; Lt. Gov. Phil Batt; Gov.
John Evans; Mrs. Velma Morrison, president of the Morrison Family Foundation; Ralph Comstock,
president of the University Community Arts Association; John Keiser, president of Boise State
University; and Tony Lund, BSU student body president.

Morrison dream moves
giant step forward
with groundbreaking

"My late husband Harry had a dream to build an arts
center in his beloved city of Boise. With the help of so
many of you, this dream is being fulfilled,._. she said,
giving thanks to the legislature, University Community
Arts Association, workers on the past campaigns, and
the casts of Fred Norman· s plays that raised funds for
the Center.

After existing for nearly 25 years as an illusive dream
of Boise's arts patrons, the Morrison Center moved one
giant step closer to reality this month as state, com
munity, and university officials joined together Oct. 12
to break ground for the $15.2 million building.
While it lightly rained outside, nothing could
dampen the spirits of the 300 people who crowded into
the Education Building's lecture hall to hear a round of
speakers talk about the long-awaited project.
The nine speakers who took their turns at the
podium all praised the state-university-community
cooperation that went into the planning and fund
raising efforts.
And they paid tribute to Mrs. Velma Morrison, who
has led the drive for a performing arts center for over a
decade. As president of the Morrison Family Founda
tion, she donated $6.5 million toward the construction
costs. The building will be named after her late hus
band Harry, the co-founder of Morrison-Knudsen
Company who first proposed the performing ans center
back in the late 1950's.

Governor John Evans called the Morrison Center
''truly a community effort, a joint venture of the
Morrison Foundation, the State ofldaho and corporate
and private donors.

'The Center will be another lasting and fitting
tribute to Harry Morrison and to Velma, who has a
heart as big as the building soon to rise here,'' said
Morrison-Knudsen president William McMurren.
•

"Today history is being made," said Mrs. Morri.son
as she recalled the obstacles in earlier efforts to build
the Morrison Center, including the bond issue that
barely failed in1975.
"We have had many ups and downs . : . in the all,
we knew the Morrison Center was too right to be wrong.

''The opportunity to enjoy the music and the drama
and the fine arts brings another dimension to our
quality of life in Idaho. We can look forward to the
enrichment such a facility will bring to all our lives.''
Lt. Gov. Phil Batt also praised the cooperative spirit,
saying he was proud of the state's participation.
''I'm equally proud that for once we didn't call on
our brethern in Washington, D.C. to bail us out . .. we
did this here," he said.
BSU presidentJohn Keiser called the Center a ''sign
of greatness.''
''There were many dreamers who brought us to this
point, thousands of them. Characterized bv teamwork.
this large group through a collective act of will saw their
impossible dream come true.
''In just rwo short years the philharmonic will replace
the bulldozers, choruses will exchange for carpenters,
and actors will supplant the architects, and the dream
of Harry and Velma Morrison, the Morrison Founda
tion, Boise State University, and the community of
Boise will become a beautiful reality,'' Keiser said.
University Community Arrs Association president
Ralph Comstock, Jr., who lead the fund-raising drive
•and has worked on previous Morrison Center effortS,
said the list of people who helped is endless.
''With the Morrison Center and pavilion, we can say
(Continued on page 15)
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Boise State's fall enrollment again set a school record,
despite the fact that the university couldn't meet the
demand for several courses, especially in the School of
Business.
Even so, BSU enrolled 10,336 students in academic
classes, up 1.6 percent from last fall. That figure repre
sents 39 percent of the 26,682 students who enrolled at
Idaho's four state-supported institutions this fall.
Boise State's student headcount remains the highest
in the state and the only one over 10,000. Next are the
University ofidaho(8,998 students, up 1.5 percent
from last fall), Idaho State University (5,810, down 3. 7
percent), and Lewis and Clark (1,508, down 18.6
percent).
For the second consecutive year BSU's "full time
equivalent" enrollment increased more than the head
count, an indication that students are taking heavier
course loads this semester.
The FTE figure is used to uniformly measure full
time enrollment. Fifteen undergraduate credits or 12
graduate credits equal one FTE.(For example, five
students each taking a single three credit course would
count one FTE. Or, one student taking a 15 credit load
would count one FTE.)
This fall BSU's FTE enrollment is 7,471, up 3.6 per
cent from last fall. The University of l daho tops the
state in FTE figures with 7 ,926. Idaho State has 4,275
and Lewis and Clark 1,000.
Part-time enrollment at all schools dropped, possibly
because of an increase that moved undergraduate fees
from $30 per credit to $42.50 per credit. This fall BSU
was down 119 part-time students from a year ago, a
drop of 2.3 percent.
Total credit hours also increased 3.6 percent. Last fall
students enrolled for 107,612 hours. This fall BSU
students are taking 111,456 hours.
Enrollment in the School of Vocational Technical
Education also was up from 759 to 809, an increase of
6.6 percent.

Remodeling approved
for BSU Speccenter
The poor acoustics that have plagued performers and
audiences in the BSU Special Events Center will be
improved after a major remodeling job is completed
_
next spnng.
This month the State Board of Education gave BSU
approval to spend $220,000 to "re-tune" the building
which was finished in1975. The contractor will be CM
Co., Inc. of Boise. They will begin work on Feb. 15 and
the project will be substantially complete by April19.
Campus architect Chet Shawver said the contractors
will lower and reshape the ceiling to improve sound
projection to the audience. Curtains will be added
behind the stage and at the sides to absorb sounds and
prevent them from bouncing off the walls.
The design changes were recommended by consul
tants fromJerit/Boys, Inc. of Oak Park, Ill. and
Paolette/Lewitz Associates of San Francisco. Those
firms also were theatrical and acoustical consultants for
the Morrison Center.
.
In addition to the remodeling, Shawver said some
funds will be used to purchase dimmer controls, lights
and rigging and other equipment that was not included
in the building when it was finished in 1975.

Funds for the project will come from an account that
was established in 1974 to pay for capital improvements
on buildings designed for student use.
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Idaho 41st
in education
Idaho ranks41st among the states in
the percentage increase in appropria
tions to higher education over the last
two years, according to figures pub
lished this month by the Chronicle of
1/t:l!,ht:r Education.
The Chronicle reports that state
appropriations from fiscal 1980-82
w<:nt up 12 percent in Idaho. Only
Minnl·sota, Pennsylvania, Alabama,
Orq�on, Arkansas, Washington, South
Dakota, and Ohio ranked lower.
The national average for the last two.
yt·ars was a 20 percent increase in
appropnauons.
Tht· Chronicle said Idaho really lost
II p<·rn:nt in purchasing power over
the last two years because the increases
in appropriations were not enough to
keep pace with inflation.
The states that supported higher
education the most were those rich in
gas. oil and coal. Alaska was the high
est. with a <19 percent increase in state
appropriations over two years. It was
followed by Wyoming, Texas. North
Dakota. Oklahoma, Montana, and
Louisiana. all energy producing states.
Among the hardest hit were Wash
ington and Oregon, where the housing
slump has slowed the timber industry,
and Ohio. Michigan. and Pennsylvania,
where reduced automobile production
has hurt the eronomy.
Funding kept pace with inflation in
onlv I <1 states. said the Chronicle.
l�bho did rank higher. 27th, in
appropriations per capita, with each
person spending an average of $100.75
for higher eduration. That figure is
down from $104.03 recorded in last
y<:ar's study by the Chronicle. Alaska
leads the nation with $305.7 3 per per
son. while New Hampshire is last with
_

$42.71.

For earh S 1000 of personal income
<·arnl'd, Idaho spends S 12.47 for higher
t·duration. That ranks Idaho 20th in
the nation. the Chronicle reports.

KAID honored
KAID-TV, BSU's public broadcast
ing station, has received national atten
tion for its public affairs programming

in a recent issue of Broadcasting
magazme.
The article, "Local TVJournalism's
Scorecard,' surveyed public affairs cov
erage at both U.S. commercial and
public stations. Channcl4's nightly
half hour program The Reporters was
noted, as were two-special election year
productions: the broadcast debates
between Senate candidates Steve
Symms and Frank Church and Marc
Johnson's post-election examination of
the shifting power structure The New
Senate.
•

Utah poet writes
Ahsahta volume
Not one thing here moves without a
purpose ...
from ''Homeland''
Laws ofthe Land. a collection of
poetry by Utah writer David Baker, is
the latest publication in the Boise State
University Ahsahta Press Poets of the
West series.
Baker's poetry describes the effects of
Midwestern and Western landscapes
and weather on the people he has
shared those places with and the
scenery he paints is carefully described:
The rain just over. what's left ofthe
d.1,y now glowing
fiace(y on the for canyon wall. pink as

Lake City. He received both his bach
elor's and master's degrees from
Central Missouri State University,
Warrensburg.
Baker has won awards for both his
writing and teaching from the
Academy of American Poets, the Uni
versity of Utah, and the National
Council of Teachers of English.
His poetry has been published in
many magazines, including Western
Humanities review. Southern Poetry
Review. and Poetry Northwest. Laws of
the Land is his first full length collec
tion of poetry.
Two poems in Laws ofthe Land,
"Hermit," and "Persimmon Trees,
She Remembers, Not Far Away,'' have
appeared in the Anthology ofMagazine
Ver.re and Yearbook ofAmencan
Poetry. 1980 and 1981 editions.
Ahsahta Press published two or three
volumes of modern or contemporary
poetry each year.
Among the most recent Ahsahta
publications were Agua Negra, poems
of Hispanic traditions and culture by
New Mexico poet Leo Romero, and To
Touch the Water, a collection of poems
about ranching life by Wyoming poet
Gretel Ehrlich.

Laws ofthe Land and other Ahsahta
Press books are available at the BSU
Bookstore, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, ID 83725, and other area bookstores for $2. 50 per copy.
·

g!.JJs.

tht' .r.Jnd floor already dry and stim'ng
in slow wind.
my three hours hike has seemed longer
th.Jn ever.
Prick(y pear. yucca. sheep's death hide
in their shadows
.md hold still.
from "Utah: the Lava Caves"
Lrws ofthe Land is edited by BSU
English professor Orvis C. Burmaster.
Baker. the poetry editory of
Qu.Jrter(y West. is also a musician, and
plays guitar with jazz, rock, and
country music bands. He is completing
his Ph.D. in English and creative
writing at the University of Utah, Salt

Indian leader
to speak here
The 11th annual American Indian
Institute will be held Nov. 17-18 at
Boise State University.
The finishing touches arc still being
put on the institute schedule, but BSU
history professor Pat Ourada said this
week that the keynote speaker will be
Russell Means, the founder of the
American Indian Movement.
The time and place of his talk will be
announced later.

\he

URDER

dinner theatre
...

The Murder Room, a spoof of British
mysteries, will open a nine-night run in
the BSU Subal Theatre Nov. 13.
The production, directed by Dr.
William E. Shankweiler, will play
through Nov. 21. Curtain time is 8:1 S
each evening.
Written by Jack Sharkey, the laugh
and thrill-filled mystery-comedy stars
Sandy Spidell as a fortune hunter who
murders her husband.
Her scheme works, except that the
corpse keeps telephoning her and she
can't get back into the "murder room"
-a secret chamber designed by her
spouse to check on his own health.
Adding to the comic complications
are her daughter's interference, the
arrival of British policemen to investi
gate the husband's disappearance, and
a surprise twist.
Box office for The Murder Room
opens Nov. 9, and reservations for the
play may be made by.calling 385-1462
between 3-6 p.m. weekdays. Early
reservations are advised as theatre seat
ing is limited.
Ticket are $3.50 for general admis
sion and $1.50 for senior citizens, BSU
personnel and Boise State students with
activity cards.

Equipment class
The Boise State Agricultural Equip
ment Technology program is now in its
second year of training students to
repair and maintain agricultural pro
duction and harvesting equipment.
Taught by Marlin L. Gaines in a
Caldwell shop leased by BSU, the
course is filled this year with 15
students from Treasure and Magic
valleys and northern Nevada.
''Caldwell is in the center of the
Southwestern Idaho agricultural are�
and the demand is good here for any
agricultural equipment mechanic,''
Gaines said.
"We've had a lot of support from
area businesses," Gaines said, citing
donations of technical manuals, shop
equipment and machinery for his
students to work on.
The nine-month course includes
study of safety, tools and equipment,
fasteners, welding, and internal com
bustion engines.
Also included are units on over
hauling and repair procedures, elec
trical systems, power trains, hydraulics,
and air conditioning.
In addition, Gaines introduces
students to equipment used with hay
and forage, combines, tillers, planters,
and harvesters.

Bull.etin Board

'Fantasticks'

o.o

in second year

Chacon stages

BSU Opera Theatre director Victor
Chacon will produce the Broadway hit
musical The Fantasticks in a dinner
theatre setting Nov. 12-15 .
The play will be performed in the
BSU Student Union Ballroom. Nov. 12
will be student night.
A roast beef buffet dinner at 6 p.m.
each evening will precede the 8 p.m.
show. Tickets for both dinner and the
show are $10, and will be available at
the BSU Music Department, the SUB
Union Station, Dunkley Music, and
Holsinger Music, Inc., Boise.
The Fantasticks, which opened on
Broadway in 1960, is now the longest
running musical show in history. With
music by Harvey Schmidt and book and
lyrics by Tom Jones, it is known for
such popular numbers as "Soon It's
Gonna Rain'' and ''Try to Remem
ber."
Based on the 19th century French
author Edmond Rostand's Les Roman
tiques, the plot of The Fantasticks is a
variation of the Pierrot and Columbine
theme.
A boy and a girl who are neighbors
are in love as long as a wall separates
them and they believe that their fathers
disapprove. Actually, their fathers want
them to marry. In acts II and III, they
must face everyday life where romance
fades away, and then rediscover each
other.
Double cast in the roles of the lovers
are Mike Stafki, David Grabarkowitz,
Joanne Viner and Tina Poole.
The show's narrator, El Gallo, is
Thad Valdez, and Dana Williams is the
choreographer.

equipment donations to the school.

NURSING WORKSHOP

HUICO and NORCO were honored at the
school's September assembly with silver awards

Depression and the Hospitalized Patient, a
one-day wor1<shop for health care professionals
and students, will be conducted by Boise State
University Continuing Nursing Education
The wor1<shop will be in McCleary Auditorium
at St. Alphonsus Hospital, Boise, beginning at 9
a.m.
Rita Farnham and Diane Johnson, both regis
tered nurses and professors of nursing at Boise
State University, will conduct the wor1<shop.
Included in the day-long study will be explora
tion of theories about depression in hospitalized
patients and how nurses might deal with
depressed patients, as well as a study of socio
logical and cultural characteristics of depression
in women.
Participants may register at the door beginning
at 8:30a.m. Reg1strat1on fees, $5 for students
and $15 for others, may be made to BSU Account
f187-L613, Continuing Education Project, BSU
Department of Nursing, 1910University Drive,

BSU theatre arts department chair
man Fred Norman, music department
chairman Wilber Elliott, and Boise arts
supporter Kim Schuh will lead Boise
book clubs and civic organizations this
fall in discussions of the world famous
17th century novel Don Quixote de Ia
Mancha by Miguel de Cervantes.
Elliott and Norman will co-di!ect the
early 1982 50th Anniversary BSU pro
duction of the musical Man ofLa
Mancha taken from the famous tale of a
chivalrous country gentleman who has
read too many romances.
Cast by Norman in the lead musical
role of Don Quixote is BSU Opera
Theatre director Victor Chacon. Joel
Farmer will play the trusty servant
Sancho, Allan Fletcher, !he Captain of
the Inquisition, and Pam Picard,
Aldonza.
Mel Shelton will direct the orchestra,
and Vickie Parkinson is the choreog
rapher. Shannon Ragland has been
named student director, and Cindy
Maher and Jim Broich, producers.

Vocational Technical students, faculty, and
lected about $4,500 for use in the Bill Curtis
Emergency Loan Fund.
At the school's September "World's Greatest
Yard Sale," volunteers collected $3,400 which
with other recent donations added $4,500 to the
fund.
FACULTY ARTISTS DISPLAY WORKS
The annual BSU Art Department faculty show
will be Nov. 6-24 in the university Museum of Art.
The show will open with a public reception for
the artists Nov. 6 at 7:30p.m. in the museum on
the ground floor of the BSU Liberal Arts Building.
All department members will contribute to the
show where oil, watercolor and acrylic paintings,
ceramics, sculpture, metalsmithing, enamel
wor1<, and photography will be displayed.

Boise 83725.

Watercolors by BSU executive vice president
Richard E. Bullington will also be on display Nov.
6-24 in Gallery II on the second floor of the Liberal

SKI SHOW

Arts Building.

The public is invited to preview the 1981-82 ski
season in the BSU Student Union lobby, Nov. 4,
from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. The Bogus Basin mar1<eting

Both the museum and gallery will be open from
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mondays-Fridays and from 10 a.m.3 p.m. Saturdays.

staff will be on hand to discuss the recreational
uses of Bogus Basin, sell season passes and
Inform students of new developments at Bogus
Basin for the upcoming ski season.
Free ski movies will be shown in the Boisean
Lounge and area ski equipment dealers will dis
play winter recreational equipment. Literature on
outdoor sports, ski clothing and downhill and

JADE EXHIBIT
�Jade: The Stone of Heaven," a traveling
exhibition from the University of Oregon Art
Museum, Eugene, will be displayed at Boise
State Nov. 2-25.
The public is invited to view the exhibit free of

cross-country skis will be exhibited.
The BSU Outdoor Activities Rental Shop will
provide information on their rental program. Also,
the BSU Ski Club/Team will be inviting new mem
bers to join their recreational and competitive ski
ing programs.

charge.
The show, which will be on the second floor of
the BSU Student Union Building, traces the
history and significance of the Chinese art tradi
tion of jade carving. Also included is an explana
tion of the painstaking process of carving jade,

Additional information on the day's event is

--

which is harder than steel.

available from Mike Henthorne at 385-1988.

Pieces on display will include ornaments and
pendants carved with animals, flowers and sym

HOFF WINS CHEF AWARD

bols of good fortune, as well as color photo

BSU Food Service director LaVar Hoff was pre
sented with the Idaho State Chef's "Chef of the
meeting at the Boise Holiday Inn.

discussions

Technology program.
staff members wor1<ing together have also col

Monday, Nov. 2.

Year" award Oct. 25 at the organization's annual

Chairmen lead

for their donations of welding rod to the Welding

The award was given to Hoff for his role in the

graphs of major pieces in the museum's per
manent collection.
The show is supported by the National Endow
ment of the Arts, Oregon Arts Commission, and
Friends of the Museum.

establishment and promotion of the BSU
Vocational-Technical School Food Service Pro
gram, and his wor1< toward establishing the newly
organized American Culinary Federation Culinary
Arts Apprenticeship Program.
Hoff has also served three times as president of
the Professional Food Service Association,

PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAYS
The BSU Organization of Student Social
Workers is sponsoring a series of photographic
essays.
The photographs, wh1ch will be located in the

formerly the Chef de Cuisine Association of

Department of Social Wor1< lobby on the 7th floor

Idaho.

of the Education Building, are open to the public.

Three BSU Food Services students received

The series includes "The Nazi Holocaust," Oct.

trophies for their food display entries at the
meeting: Jerry Hull won a first place award for his
tallow sculpture of Neptune; Richard McKay, first

26-Nov. 6; "The Depression," Nov. 9-20; and "The
Negro in America," Nov. 23-Dec. 11.

m bakery products; and Julie Hosman, second for

cold meats. Eight other BSU students re�kle,:J
association medals and certificates. ,r•
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KEISER AWARD
'
Boise State University president John Keise r
has been named a distinguished alumnus by
Eastern Illinois University in Charleston. He

"Should Abortion be a Crime" will be debated
by Anne O'Donnell and Bill Baird on Nov. 18, at 8
p.m. in the Boise State Student Union Building's
B1g Four room.
O'Donnell, past vice president of the National

received the award at EIU's Hornecoming football
game Oct. 17.
Keiser graduated from Eastern in 1958 and
earned his doctorate from Northwestern Univer
sity. He taught at colleges in Missouri and Illinois

Right to Life Movement, will speak on behalf of

before becoming academic affairs vice-president

the anti-abortion movement.

at Sangamon State University in Springfield, Ill.

Named "The Father of the Abortion Movement"

He was acting president of that school before he

by United Press International, Baird will address

came to Boise State as president in August of

the people's right to abortion and birth control in

1978.

the United States. In 1972, he appeared before the
U.S. Supreme Court In Baird V. Eisenstadt, the

Keiser has published two book s and has
received awards for his journal articles from the

case which legalized birth control nationally for

Illinois State Historical Society and the American

single people.

Association of State and Local History.

YO-TECH DONATIONS
The BSU Vocational Technical School has pre
sented two Boise companies with awards for their

Keiser serves as a director for the Ore-Ida
Council, Boy Scouts of America; Boise Future's
Foundation; St. Luke's Regional Medical Center;
and the Veterans' Administration Medical Center.
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Alumni Notes
Susan Eby, President
Boise State University
Alumni Association
New projects and new ideas are the by-words of the
;\lumni Association endeavors for 1981-1982.Just to
kee p you infurmed, here is a brief outline of some of
t ho�c

new com:epts.

THE STUDENT I ALUMNI COUNCIL . . . This
group, consisting of five students and four alumni, will
p10vide opportunities for the two groups to work more
1 1;-,,dy together. The ultimate goal is to increase

studc·lt involvement in the Alumni Association, thus
helping future alums better understand the function
..-

and needs of the Association, and conversely, the
alumni will become more aware of student needs and
�ituations. The alumni members to the council are:
Doug Simmonds,Jim Harris, Gail Heist, and Roger
Michener.
CONTINUING EDUCATION . .. The Alumni
Association this year will be actively involved with the
B.)U Offile of Continuing Education. It is our belief
that one of the most effective ways to keep in touch
with alumni and keep them involved in th1 spirit of the
University is through Continuing Education. In this
light, the Association has already sponsored the "BSU

r\ I umni Day" at Karcher Mall for Canyon and Owyhee
wunty alumni. We'll continue to promote further edu
' ational opportunities in the future.
50TH ANNIVERSARY . . . Perhaps the biggest
endeavor of the Alumni Association for the coming year
i� cxtcnsivt: participation in the University's 50th

t\nnivnsary celebration. Five alumni, each representing
a dcradt:. have already met several times and are finalizing plans for the Anniversary year activities for the
,\ssoriation. These alumni are: Jean Lundell (1930's),
Leo Compton (11J40's), Ed Hedges (1950's), Bill !lett
(I 1160's). and Mark Lliteras (1970's).
Window decals. rerords search for "lost alums."
reunions. and an" Alumni Holiday" are only a few of
the Anniversary events the Alumni Association is plan
-

ning for llJH 1- I'J82. Thne are more of these activities
and projens in the works, and we will be keeping you
int{>rmed monthly.

LONG-TIME Boise State supporter Allen Noble was honored at Homecoming with the 1981 "Friend of
the Alumni" award, presented above by Alumni Association president Susan Eby. Noble is president
of Noble Linear Irrigation, Inc., Farm Development Corporation and Idaho Helicopter.

Alumni pay $25 fee
for placement files
Boise State University alumni have begun paying to
keep their placement files active.
Dirk Rapp, director of career and financial services,
said a $25 fee has been charged since Sept. 1 for
reactivating placement files.
Graduating students can still receive the service free
for their first placement year, which runs from Sept. 1
to Aug. 31. If alumni choose to keep the file active after
that period, the fee is charged, Rapp said.
The $25 fee entitles each person to receive notifica
tion of job opportunities, interview with employers
recruiting on campus, and have five sets of credentials
mailed to prospective employers. Additional mailings
are $2 each. Rapp said. Alumni files not reactivated are

Game socials set

plat-ed in an inactive file, nor destroyed.
''The fee is for any part of the placement year,''

said.
In the past when placement services were free, some
graduates took advantage of the services, ordering as
many as 100 copies of their credentials to be mailed
OUt.

''The fee roughly covers the cost of providing our ser
vices,'' Rapp said. ''BSU charges are actually well below
the average. Income from the fees goes right back into
our office for providing services.''
Rapp noted career placement services's first obliga
tion was to graduating students, explaining they were
the ones who needed the services most.
''The placement fees were established jointly by all
three Idaho universities," Rapp said. "And, we have
discovered we're doing a better job for alumni who've
paid because we no longer have to contend with
people who aren't job hunting seriously.''
Individuals who are no longer eligible for free ser
vices, but who would like a copy of their credentials
distributed can get that service for $5 per set, according
to Rapp. The $5 fee doesn't provide for any additional
service beyond mailing a copy of the credentials.

The BAA and BSU Alumni Association have sched
uled pre and post-g;une no-host socials for the Nov. 21
football game with the Idaho Vandals.
Cavanaugh's Motor Inn in Moscow will serve as

Services begin to cope with rising costs in processing

Bronco headquarters ;tnd the sight of the social activ

placement files. and to ensure the office was devoting

advice on job searches without charging a fee," Rapp

ities. The pre-game function will start at 5 p.m.

its resources to alumni who really needed them, Rapp

stressed.

Rapp said. "No matter if the fee is paid in May. it still
expires Aug. 31. The fee is paid yearly."
The fees were instituted to help Career and Financial

So far Career and Financial Services has received very
few complaints.
"We are still glad to visit with alumni and provide

IN TOUCH
JOBS AND PROMOTIONS
Kathryn Sue Moore, A. N., has been named the
Caldwell Memorial Hospital1981 Dr. Thomas F.
Frist Humanitarian Award winner and is eligible
for selection as the Hospital Corporation of
America Division VII award.
Valerie Churchman (M.A., '80), of Shoshone;·

-

Doris Wright (M.A., 79) of Rupert; and Elizabeth
'

,

Cono-(M.A. '78), of Buhl, have written a parent
handbook, Discover the Road to Success in
Elementary School. The three are coordinators in
their school districts for a basic skills parent
project "Parents-Educators Together."

Laure Hlbt» (Art, '80) has accepted an art
teaching assistantship and is working towards a
master's degree In art at Ohio University.
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Cheryl Baln (Social Work, '75) is working as

Jon Irwin is the new College of Idaho drama

senior management analyst with the Idaho

teacher. He will direct two shows for the C of I

Department of Employment, Boise.

this year.

Wayne L. Montgomery (Education, '55) is cur
rently principal of Smith-Valley High School in
Smith, Nevada. He is also involved in ranching
there and is pastor of a church.

John Shlvel ('71) is a marketing representative
for IBM Corp. in Huntington Beach, Calif.
Susan K. (Durie) Hurst ('71) is presently a
student at San Diego State Cotlege, working on
her master's degree in geology

Robert Parcells ('75) is the new assistant pro
fessor with the Department of Economics at
Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Becky Toevs ('78) has been admitted to the

sity to finish his MFA degree. His wife, Loretta

Cella Folklnga (Pol. Science, '79) is the new
community education coordinator in Buhl.
Allee Koskela (English) has joined the staff of
the Lewiston Morning Tribune. She will cover
education in the Lewiston-Clarkston Valley.
Dr. Robert Behling (MBA, '72) has accepted a
position of professor and chairman of the Dept.

education administration Ph.D. program at the

of Systems Management at Bryant College,

University of Mexico.

Smithfield, R.I. Dr. Behling spent seven years on

David A. Barnett (BFA, '77) has accepted a
teaching assistantship at Michigan State Univer

David L. Ternes is an Exploration Geophysicist
for AMOCO Production Co. in Denver, Colo.

the Business School faculty of BSU after com
Carl B. Jackson (BBA, '74) was recently pro
moted to assistant vice-president and is the

(Won..:ott) Barnett ('74) is an assistant professor

corporate manager of Data Security and Audit

in art at Colby-Sawyer College, New London,

Control for First Interstate Services Co. in

N.H.

Torrance, Calif.

pleting a Ph. D. at the University of Northern
Colorado.
Marilyn Peters (Eiem. Ed.) is teaching second
grade in Weiser.
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ALUMNI =====�
will to take risks, to be visionary. U.S. has been risk
aversive too long. The entrepreneurial spirit of risk
taking made the U.S. great; however, now many busi
nesses are as regulated and bureaucratic as the govern

Agee urges priority
for U. S. technology

ment."
New technological advances, as well as long-term
vision, more stragic thinking and the willingness to take
creative risks is the prescription that will spur U.S.

William Agee, chairman and chief executive officer
of the Bendix Corporation, graduated with an associate
arts degree from Boise Junior College in 1958. He
returned to BSU during Business Alumni Day Oct. 9 as
part of the BSU School of Business's Distinguished
Speaker Series. Agee spoke to an audience of more than
500 on ''Reawakening the Entrepreneurial Spirit-A
Certainty for America in the 80s. ''
''There seems to be a national failure of will where
United States technology is concerned,'' said William
Agee, speaking during Business Alumni Day festivities
Oct. 9.
Agee, chairman and chief executive officer of the
Bendix Corp., enjoined the U.S. government to
re-involve itself in technology.
"We need to ignite U.S. technological juices," Agee
said. "Technology needs to be the government's num
ber one priority, whether it's bio-technology or the
space program. Inventions such as the pocket computer
were the direct fall-out of the space program of the
60s."
Agee called Japan the world's technological marvel,
saying the Japanese currently hold the majority of all
new patents.
"In the 1950s the U.S. had 80 percent of all tech-

economic growth, Agee stressed.
"Remember, the entrepreneurial spirit, the unwill
ingness to accept the status quo is what traditionally has
given the U.S. a better future," he said.

Geologists re�urn
as Amoco recruiters
Money lies in oil exploration, as two Boise State Uni
versity alumni have discovered.
Neil Fausett,Boise, and Lance Eggert, Meridian,
currently working as geophysicists for Amoco Corpora
t�on in Denver, were back at their alma mater recruiting
students for jobs at Amoco.
With the importance of energy in today's world, geo
physicists are much sought after and very well paid after
they are hired. Geophysicists are responsible for deter
mining what areas will be profitable for oil exploration.
''There are a couple of dozen jobs chasing every
student who graduates in geophysics,'' Fausett said.
''The competition within the industry for qualified
geophysicists is intense. That's why we came toBoise to
recruit.''
In addition to presenting a seminar on geophysical
opportunities at Amoco, the two played host to inter
ested students, taking them out for beer and pizza after
the presentation.
''Some Amoco recruiters tried this at Stanford,''
Eggen said. ''They made the whole thing very low key
and relaxed, taking everyone to lunch who wanted to
go. As a result they walked away with four graduating
seniors. That's considered a huge success.''
Fausett and Eggert also presented a check for $1,500
to the department of geology I geophysics from Amoco
Corporation Foundation. The money is to be used for
any departmental or educational purpose.

nological innovations world-wide,'' Agee said. ''Right
now we have 40 percent.Between 1965-79 the number
of new U.S. patents has fallen from 80 percent to 60
percent."
Business and government need to work cooperatively
as they do in Japan. Agee blamed failure in the auto
mobile industry on the adversary relationship between
business and government.
''We need a courageous attitude in business .. . a

BSU HAWAllAN HOLIDAY
BSU alumni and friends of the University are invited to join the BSU Alumni Association for a week in
Hawaii, Feb. 16-23.
The travel package includes roundtrip airfare via United Airlines from Boise to Honolulu, one rental car per
room, accommodations at the deluxe Makaha Resort, hotel porterage, a flower lei greeting, and a Mai Tai
cocktail, and luau party.
The Makaha Resort offers golf courses, tennis courts, horseback riding, cycling, fishing and uncrowded
beaches. The resort is easily accessible to the shopping and night life of Honolulu, but has the feel of an outer
island.
The trip costs $698 and a $50 deposit per person must be paid by November 30.
For further information call Evelyn Loveless, Global Travel Service at (208) 342-9357, or Karin Woodworth,
BSU Alumni Office (208) 385-1969.

HAWAllAN HOLIDAY
$50 deposit required by November 30, 1981
Name
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Alumni Association
plans lost member

------------------ ---------- -- ----------

information projects

______________________________________________ ________
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State

Zip.
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TheBSU Alumni Association is continuing its search
for lost graduates ofBJC,BC,BSC andBSU. If you
know of any alums who aren't receiving FOCUS, please
contact the Alumni Office, phone 385-1959.

Return to BSU Alumni Office, 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725
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INTOUC'H
Martha Rich (Health Sciences) recently

Gene Drablnskl (Nursing) is the program direc

graduated from the School of Dentistry at the

tor of an expanded cardiac rehabilitation program

Oregon Health Sciences University in Portland.

atCaldwell Memorial Hospital.

She tS currently practicing dentistry in Portland.

Thomas M. Eveland (BA, '76) was appointed to

Manual Perez (BA) was sworn in as the first
Chicano lawyer in MalheurCounty, Ore. Perez
took a post at Oregon Legal Services in Ontario,
where he will worll primarily with Chicano clients,
defending cases of consumer fraud, debt collect·
ing and employment.

Sister M. Denise (Denise Klaas) was received
as a novice of the Sisters of Saint Mary of Oregon
Aug.

14.

She graduated with a degree in piano

performance from BSU.

MMick" G,....,59. He received a bachelor's degree
Services for Brt.n D.

TJTW, 23,

who died Sept.

71n an auto accident were held. He was born

John Gist will teach music in kindergarten
through high school at Cambr:dge.

the position of superintendent of public works for
the city of Mountain Home.

Services were held Sept. 5 for Howard L.

OBITUARIES

Auch
..
y Lloyd (Eiem.

Ed.) is the new principal

at Mary McPherson School in Meridian.

Shlliene Yatn (Education) is the new kinder
garten teacher in Harrison, Idaho.

Esther Wallace (Eiem. Ed., '67) has retired from
teaching kindergarten in Fremont, Calif. She
plans to return to Boise next year.

St..,.., Laughrey (Psychology, '80) is living in
Pittsburg, Calif. He will begin graduate worllln
Psychology in the Fall of '82.

March 3,1958 in Washington, D.C.

Richard K. "Rick" Smith,Jr.,19, died Sept. 22

in sociology from BSU.
Services were held Sept . 8 for BSU student
Marc L. P. Caron, 20, who died from injuries
received from an automobile accident.

in Boise of an accident. At the time of his death,
he was a BSU student, majoring in pre-law. He
was a member of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
Memorial funeral services for Fred T. Nichol,

49, were conducted Sept. 21. He was born Oct.

14, 1932,

In Parma.

Funeral services were held Sept. 9 for Fannie

Mae Roartl, 79.

Mass was held Aug.

27fornm A. Oantty,19,

who was killed in an automobile accident on Aug.

24.

Services were held Sept. 8 for Myron P. Bredy.
He was born Nov.

22, 19381nColorado Springs,

Colo.

She attended BJC.

IYar M. Holliday died Sept. 20 In Paoli Memorial
Services for Randy L. Youngblood, 24, _,.

held Sept.10.

Hospital of cancer. He attended BJC from 1939-

1941.
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student involved was a varsity athlete than about anything else, unless it was that the
President had the temerity to do a substantive review when the case was appealed.

John H. Keiser, President
Boise State University

-

-----

There has rarely, if ever, been an original contribution to scholarship that did not
depend on the work of others in some imponant way. Like it or not, our entire edu
cational system is based on teaching things contributed by the research and creative
acts of someone else. There is an unwritten rule among historians that says one's pro
ductivity is measured by his ability to use a colleague's work before he uses yours.
Through study and contemplation, through relating the ideas of others to your own
background and experience, they become pan of you.
Scholarship, however, requires that those who performed the original work be
given credit for it. Among the reasons for this is that it lends additional authority to
whatever point one is trying to make and it recognizes the effons of a fellow inquirer.
So while much of what we do is based on what others have already done, the
teaching-learning process demands individualized, personalized processes which
make previous work our own w}lile recognizing our debt. This is complex, at the
heart of education, and we spend far too little time explaining it to students. The use
of footnotes in term papers is only one outward sign of the larger endeavor.
I hope, therefore. that the committee established, or soon to be established, by the
Faculty Senate to consider these matters attempts to produce a statement on
academic honesty rather than academic dishonesty. The former would be much more
of a positive, original, and helpful contribution to students. Breakin� the rules of
scholarship, of academic honesty, should be portrayed as senseless suicide or self
destruction rather than theft or murder. Ultimately, there is nothing gained by it.
Most often, the student only huns himself; and too often, the rules have never been
explained as part of the total educational process.
In a recently widely-publicized case, these points seemed to have been missed.
Most people, on either side of the issue, seemed to care more about the fact that the

They also seemed to care about the punishment rather than the standards a�ainst
which it was applied, a clear statement of which might prevent many violations.
Actually, the main points are the agreed educational process and student welfare
rather than crime and punishment or relative power. In any case, the problem should
be primarily a faculty matter, uniformly handled, when the rules are revised.
Hopefully, the Committee will develop a positive statement before it begins listing
disciplinary measures. I, for one, cannot find a local case where a student has been
expelled for 'academic dishonesty.'' A few calls to knowledgeable persons at other
institutions in the state produced no exam pl� there either. I did hear about one
professor who caught a wife taking her husband's exam and flunked, rather than
expelled, him, but advocated the latter penalty in the most recent case. I also con
templated the instances where classes end up with nearly aU A's and B's, and break
ing rules to get passing grades seemed unnecessary. I wondered about the varying
standards of individual professors and the legitimate concern for their academic
freedom'' in these cases. I also marveled at the lack of public concern about the ads to
provide term papers for a price, the untended or occasionally observed classes taking
examinations, and a variety of other issues that could be related. Each of these things
should be pondered in the deliberations of the Committee, but if an appropriate,
positive tack is taken, we may produce a uniquely helpful policy on this important
ISSUe.
Most of us know that students are seeking to become educated persons and are
willing to follow the rules of that process. I, therefore, believe that thev should be
succinctly spelled out in a policy entitled "academic honesty." That can and should
be followed with a clearer set of procedures for heanng cases of offenders and dealing
out punishment, if necessary. However, one without the other leaves an embarrassing
void, one which too few institutions address systematicaJly. Academic dishonesty is
not a major problem, but delivering the very best education in response to clearly
aniculated purposes always will be our greatest and most exciting challenge.
1

'I

..

Last month an interim legislative committee on
higher eduration recommended that the 1982 legisla
ture pass a bill to end tenure at the state's colleges and
universities. The committee recommended a "grand
father'' dause that would allow professors with tenure
to retain that status. but would forbid granting tenure
to anyone else.
Reprinted below are the editorial responses of two of
the state's largest papers to the recommendation.

How to put the knife
into higher education
Reprinted from the Lewiston Morning Tribune

--

If the Idaho Legislature has any concern for the
quality of education in this state it will disregard the
recommendation of its committee on higher education.
The committee has voted to end tenure at Idaho's state
colleges and universities, a move that could only result
in a drastic lowering of the quality of instruction.
Professors already holding tenure (a classification
guaranteeing that the holder cannot be fired without
cause) would continue to have it, under the commit
tee's plan. But this form of job security would not be
provided for any new professors coming into the
system. That means that the only new professors avail
able probably would be those who could not make the
grade elsewhere. For tenure is an established fixture of
higher education in America. and states that don't offer
it simply cannot compete for talented teachers and
scholars.
The committee's justification is economic; it believes
that the state can save money on higher education if
college and university presidents are free to reduce staff
when they like and as they like. Under curren• Idaho
law, a tenured professor can be released only for cause
(requiring a hearing) unless the Board of Education has
declared a state of financial emergency. The board did
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make such a declaration early this year and as a result of
it a number of tenured professors have been dismissed.
Why can't this system be continued and the college
presidents seek a state of financial emergency when
things become so bad that they must start dismissing
tenured professors? Apparently because a state of emer
gency can require the legislature to withhold money
from higher education that it might othetwise receive.
That can sometimes mean manufacturing an emer
gency. or making a bad situation worse. in order to give
college presidents the license to reduce their faculties.
This reasoning may have seemed compelling to the
legislative committee, but it overlooks the terrible cost
that such licensing would inflict upon the state.
The amount of money that could be saved by ending
tenure is small compared to the effect that ending
tenure would have on higher education. If the legisla
ture wishes to save money it may as well simply cut
faculty salaries in half, for the effect would be the same:
The good teachers would leave and the state would have
to limp along on the rest of the country's kjects.
There are good arguments for and against tenure that
have nothing to do with money. But tenure is a fact of
life in our system of higher education and the state that
doesn't off�r it-and doesn't compensate by paying
higher salaries-will wind up with a second-rate system.
Is that what the Idaho Legislature wants?- L.H.

Don't End Tenure
Reprinted from the Idaho State Journal
On the heels of endorsing a move which could cause
Idaho's universities and colleges to lose students
tuition-an interim legislative committee then voted to
endorse a move which could cause those schools to lose
teachers:
ABOLISHING TENURE.
Admittedly, the tenure system-whereby college and
university teachers can't be fired except by cause after a

certain number of years-has its problems. The biggest
one is that once a teacher is granted tenure, there is less
incentive for him/her to perform.
The most frequent complaint about tenure-from
both students and administrators-is aimed at those
professors who have virtually retired to their offices,
who don't keep up with new developments in their
fields, who carry minimum teaching loads, because
they are protected by tenure.
Undoubtedly, that is the case-though we see it as a
rare phenomenon. For the most part, professors do tend
to keep up with their research, to prepare new course
material, and to stay active in the academic community
BUT THE REASONS FOR keeping the tenure system
outweigh the criticism against it. Foremost, the system
ensures academic freedom to professors. It allows them
to concentrate on teaching and research, without
having to worry about offending an administrator, or a
parent, or a student. It affords them the freedom to
speak out on various issues without having to worry
about censorship or termination.
Also, if the tenure system is abolished in Idaho, you
can say goodbye to a lot of quality teachers who are
already here, and you can forget about attracting any
more. The tenure system is solidly entrenched in
American academia, and the good teachers will simply
stay out of a university or college system which does not
offer tenure.
Which means we'll get the not-so-good teachers,
who can't get jobs elsewhere, and who probably
wouldn't qualify for tenure in the first place.
CALL TENURE A NECESSARY evil if you will;
abolishing it would be a short-sighted blow to Idaho's
entire higher education network.

L
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Director's report
By Jim Faucher
Director of Development

The year 1982 will be a hallmark for Boise State Univer si ty as it celebrates its
50 years of service to the State of Idaho. Coordinated by the Development
Office, the University will be conducting an Annual Fund and scholarship drive
to commemorate BSU's Golden Jubilee.
Beginning in November, the Golden Jubilee Annual Fund Drive will consist of a
series of mail campaigns directed to alumni and friends of the University. This
campaign has become vitally important to the academic success of the University
as funding for higher education becomes more strained. It is an excellent oppor
tunity for individuals and businesses to make their mark in shaping the future of
higher education in the State of Idaho.
Those who choose to give to the fund this year will have an opportunity to
state where they want their gift to go, or hopefully to allow their gift to be used in
the area of greatest need. The unrestricted gift is of particular importance
because it allows the University officers to apply the donations where the great
est financial need exists. In this anniversary year BSU is placing special emphasis
on endowed chairs and endowed scholarships.
Gifts-in-kind (other than cash) are other sources of funds. Very often these
gifts may be significant- particularly those of land, stocks, bonds, personal
property or insurance policies. \tVhen such a gift is contemplated, a call to the
Office of Development (385-3276) would be appreciated, since often these gifts
must be approved and properly receipted by the University or the BSU Founda
tion, Inc.
We are most appreciative of the support given this past year to the University
by the many individuals, businesses, and organizations listed on the following
pages of FOCUS.
This is the kind of support which perpetuates the academic excellence at Boise
State Uni· ersity and we are looking forward to the growth of this support in

1982.

List of donorsc.

�

-rn
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A university becomes known and gains the high regard of its contem
poraries through its teachings, the knowledge passed on to its graduates
and through the development of a highly functional physical plant which
serves both the students and the community where it is located. An
essential ingredient for achieving this reputation is the support of the
community. the alumni and friends.
On the following pages are listed the names of those alumni. friends,
-

faculty, companies, organizations, and foundations whose contributions
were received through the Development Office during a twelve month
period from July 1, 1980through June 30, 1981.
ANNUAL FUND DRIVE
CONTRIBUTIONS
Unrest�icted

--

.......

Albin, Lee E.
Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. Warren E.
Armstrong, Betty J.
Baird,Signe B.
Balliett, Philip &Judy
Bench Commission, Inc.
Benson, Claribel B.
Betty, Margaret
Brollier, C. Philip
Brusseau, J.F. & Connie
Burton, Mr. & Mrs. James L.
Call, Mr. & Mrs. Chester
Canning, Dorothy & John
Cassell, Jacquelyn H.
Caston, Mr. & Mrs. Marshall D.
Chirico, Tony
Chisholm, Burt B. & Grace
Clapp, Tammy
Davis, Mr. & Mrs. JamesW.
Dedman, Mr. & Mrs. Roger A.
Dickman, Ginny
Faris, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred
Frye, Thomas C.
Gambles, Jody & Debera
Gibbons, Mike R.
Gregerson, Mr. & Mrs. WilliamR.
Guerry, Mr. & Mrs. Mike
Hackenbert, John
Hampton. Gregory & Catherine
Heaton, Doyle
Hedges, Mr. & Mrs. Ed
Hennessey, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M.
Hester, GaryW.
Hirai, Mr. & Mrs. DavidS.
Hollingsworth, Mr. & Mrs. G.L.
Hooper, Allen
Hunt, ArthusS.
Hunt, John C. & Associates, P.A.
Irvin, Mr. & Mrs. William E.
Johnston, Harry D. & Maxine
Joyce, Lani
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Kaiser, Mr. & Mrs. Gary L.
Kane, Mr. & Mrs. PaulW.
Kistner, David
Klein, Edith Miller
Langille, Mr. & Mrs. John W.
Lee, Mr. & Mrs. Arnold W.
Lewis, Mr. & Mrs. John M.
Loucks. Ted J.
Manfredo, Mr. & Mrs. Dominic
McClary, Mr. & Mrs. James D.
McDonald, Roger L.
Meyer, Richard K.
Miller, Ben
Mitchell, Elsie
Pass, Nellie F.
Pritchett, DonaldV.
Reynolds, GeorgeR. & Jewel
Round Table Pizza
Show, Bradford Paine
Sigler, Marda
Skirmants, Mrs. A.
Stein Distributing Company, Inc.
Stoops, Richard E.
Sutherland, Donald
Tate, Mr. & Mrs. John P. (Jr.)
Teilmann, Harry
Thompson, Fred P. (Jr.)
Walker, Young Harvey
Whetzel, Ron
White, R.W. &Jean B.
Wicks, Ronald A.
Yarbrough, Walt & Lucy
Young, Lois R.
Zink, Luella
library
Clark, Harry & Bee
Glendinning, James J.
McBirnev. Ruth C.
Meinc'ke, Mr. & Mrs. David
Merritt, Lois N.
Wheatley, Bernice Croft

Restri cted
Aerospace Corporation, The

AMPCD Foods, Inc.
Andersen, Arthur & Co.
Barrett, S. Hatch
Barrie, Mr. & Mrs. F.V.
Bennett, Mr. & Mrs. Gary L.
Bryant, Mr. & Mrs. Charles L.
Bryant, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin P.
Cooper, Mrs. Gene
Donatelli, Mr. & Mrs. Billy J.
Egelston, R.W. & Catherine Long
Fausset, Mr. & Mrs. Louis R.
Greene, Mr. & Mrs. Frank J.
Haworth, Marvin R. & Doris M.
Hickman, JoelS. & Marianne A.
Kirtland, Rick Alan
Maus, Connie
Morrison, HarryW. Family Foundation
Nelson, Jeff
Penner, June R.
Post, Bill & Jona
Tominaga, Jerry
Walker, Mr. & Mrs.Robert D.
Scholarships
Carlson, Mr. & Mrs. Lynn L.
Clark, Mary Jo
Croft, Edwin R.
Dixon, Thomas F.
Jeffries, Wendell R.
Jenkins, Mary
Kline, Mr. & Mrs. William J.
McCormick, Pamela Yvonne & Eric
Men'sWardrobe, Inc .
Minor, William T. & Dorothy J.
Nolan, Mr. & Mrs. FrankW.
Pecora, Mr. & Mrs. William F.

CAPITAL GIFTS
MORRISON PERFORMING ARTS
CENTER
A
Abercrombie, LeeR. (Jr.) & Mary K.
Albertson, J.A. & Kathryn
Albertson's, Inc.
Alexander Men'sStore
Allen, Mrs. Edna
Allen, Mr. & Mrs. John W.
Altrusa Club of Boise
American Federation of Musicians
Arthur Andersen & Co.
Anderson, Mr. & Mrs. C.W.
Anderson, Dorothy & Keith
Andrews, Oral F.
Armstrong, Eugene M. &Verna C.
Arnold, Mr. & Mrs. Roy B. (Jr.)
Associated Dairies

B
Baer, Russell M. & Mary L.
Bagley, Mr. & Mrs. FrederickR.
Baker, Cliff & Louise
Baker, Dr. George R. & Betty P.
Barker, Mr. & Mrs. John M.
Barrett, Charles L. &Rachel B.
Batt, Philip E.
Beatty, Louise F.
Beecham, Denise C.
Bettis, Marry L. & Carol
Black, Don J.
Bodmer, Dr. & Mrs. Bernard A.
Boise Dental Center
BoiseState University- President's Office
Bolinder, Robert D. & TrudiS.

•

-StateUnlvcrolty
F'OUNDATIONJNC.

D
Dahl,Mr. & Mrs.John M.
Dahm, Mr. & Mrs. Norman F.
Dater, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas G.
Davidson,Fern N.
Davidson, Georgia M.
Davidson,Marjorie M.
Davis, Frank F.
Davis,Mrs. Marion
Day,John C. & Clara M.
Deagon, John & Catherine
Del Valle,Juan
DeMeyer, JoAnna
DeNeufville, Mr. & Mrs.Robert
Deshler,Ethel & Bell
Devine,Marian Alice
DeWald, PhillipJ. &Jolene K.
Dilley,Miriam
DotSystems, Inc.
Dudley, Stowell B. & Bessie
Durbin, A. Elaine
E
Eccles, S.F.
Ellsworth,RoyJ.
Ernst & Whinney
Eshelman,Mr. & Mrs. H. Kai
Evans,J.D. & Blance B.
Evans,William & Lucretia
Ewing, Mr. & Mrs. WilliamJ.

Dr. John H. Keiser

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
In an urban university like Boise State, real learning and true
excellence depend upon a sense of partnership with the greater
community and surrounding region. Unless that is established
and nourished, those of us who believe in higher education
and life-long learning will be disappointed.
At Boise State University we are more fortunate than many
of our colleagues at other institutions, for we have an estab
lished tradition of cooperation between "town and gown"
which dates back to 1932 when Boise Junior College was
founded .. Today, 50 years later, we only have to look at the
pavilion, nearly complete, or the Morrison Center, just under
construction, to find dramatic evidence that the state, com
munity, and University enjoy an alive, thriving partnership.
The BSU Foundation, with the combined ingenuity, energy,
and dedication of its members, is an essential element of that
partnership. The Foundation, as well as BSU's other con
stituent groups such as the Bronco Athletic Association,
Alumni Association, University Community Arts Association,
Friends of Channel Four, and advisory groups to each school,
provides a blend of advice, financial assistance, and general
support that is unique in the state and certainly critical to the
University's commitment to excellence.
Boise State University takes its character from its location in
the largest, most rapidly growing city in the state, which also
happens to be the capital city. It should be the central force in
the intellectual and cultural life of the region, automatically
considered as such in the broader planning efforts. And with 38
percent of all higher education students in the state's four-year
institutions, demands for its services continue to increase.
As an organization that brings structure to the University's
contacts with the community, the BSU Foundation will play an
increasingly important part in BSU's future as we strive to meet
the demand for education with the excellence you've come to
expect.
On behalf of the University, I express my appreciation for
your support over the past year. Together, I believe we can
launch a concerted attack on the future, relish it, and force it to
yield the very best of universities.
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The Bon
Bondurant,Mr. & Mrs. LeeR.
Briggs, Mr. & Mrs. PaulR.
Bronson,Mr. & Mrs. WilliamS.
Bruaw,Peggy Y.
Brueggeman,James &Jane Learned
Burda,Bert A. & Phyllis P.
Burke, Carl & Gisela
Burnell,Mr. & Mrs. Bates C.
Burnham, Willis L. &Rose W.
BurnsStudio
Burns,Mr. ft Mrs. William C.
Bury,Hedwig K.
Buser, Mr. & Mrs. Paul J.
c
ChzM Hill Central,Inc.
Campbell,Charles B. &JoAnne
Campbell,Mr. & Mrs. Rollie L.
Campbell,Mr. & Mrs. WilliamS.
Canning,Mr. & Mrs.Stephen T.
Carley,Joan D.
Carley,John B.

Carlson,Mr. & Mrs. Herbert R.
Carney,Jack V. & Elizabeth A.
Catholic Community of BSU
Caven, Jerry L.
Chaffee, Eugene & Lois
Chandler, Earl & Kay
Chapman, Ethel C.
Chastain,Richard M. & Helen
Chatburn,Mr. & Mrs. A.H.
Christensen, HarveyJ. & BarbaraJ.
Christianson,R. L.
Clark,Virgil L.
Cobey,Mary F.
Collias,John & Uly
Compton, Mr. & Mrs.J.Roger
Comstock,Mrs. Ralph J.
Comstock,Mr. & Mrs. RalphJ. (Jr.)
Copple,Mr. & Mrs.Robert H.
Corddry, Paul I. & Charlotte P.
Coughlin,Mr. & Mrs.JamesJ.
Crossland,Mr. & Mrs. Samuel H.
Curington, Mr. & Mrs. CecilJ.

F
Falk, Bessie H.
Farrer,Helen M.
Fereday,R.D.
Fery, John B.
Finch-Brown Company
Findlay,Mr. & mrs. Alexander G.
FirstSecurity Bank of Idaho,N.A.
Forney,William D.,M.D.
Frink, John & Virginia
Fritchman,Mrs. & Mrs. Harry K.
Frobenius, JohnR. & Cheryl S.
Fulwyler,Mr. & Mrs.Robert L.
FUNDSY, Inc.
G
Gale,Mrs. R.E.
Galey,Mr. & Mrs. Frank (Jr.)
Gannett Newspaper Foundation
Gibson,Daniel G.
Gilbertson,Mr. & Mrs. Elbert E.
Gitfillan, Mr. & Mrs. G.W.
Gilkey,Robert W. & Norma
Goodrich, William 0. & Khuy V.
Gratton, Bernard F. & Barnette G.
Gray,Mr. & Mrs. George H.
Gregg, E.C.
Griffioen,Mr. & Mrs. Gerrit
Gross,Alfred & Marilee
H
Hackborn,Richard A. &Sondra S.
Hammond,Sandra K.
Hansen, Ralph W. & Lillian S.
Hawkins,James V.
Hecker, Gerald N. & Edwena L.
H.J. Heinz Company Foundation
Hemingway,Ruth H.
Henderson, Alfred M. & Patricia
Hendren,Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. (Jr.)
Hendren,Robert L. (Sr.)
Hennessey, Thomas M. & Alice E.
Herndon, Mr. Emmett B.
Herr,Mr. & Mrs.Rodney H.
Hewitt,Ardis M.
Hewlett-Packard
Hiatt, DonR. & FrancesJ.
Higer,Dale G. &Ramona G.
Hill, Jay &Rosemary
Holtz,RichardR.
Hopkins,Russell E. & Naomi
Hopt, cart F. & Eunice G.
Horton,Mr. & Mrs. Richerd D.
House, James G. & Thelma
Hunt, ArthurS.
I
Idaho Bank & Trust Co.
Idaho Playhouse
Irvin, William E. &Jessie
J
Jensen, Mr. & Mrs. Berne K.
Johnson, Peter & Carolyn
Jones,Dr. & Mrs. Everett N. (Jr.)
Jones, RalphR.,M.D.
Jones, Rebecca
Jones, Dr. & Mrs. Winfield G.
Jordan-Wilcomb Company
Jordan,Mrs. EthelS.
Jordan,Leonard B. & Grace Edington
Jordan,Mr. & Mrs.J.Richard
Jutsum,Mr. & Mrs.John W. (Sr.)
K
Kallenberger, Mr. & Mrs. W.F.
Kelly, Pat &Jack
Kent P. & Associates, Inc.
Keppler, Bill & Nancy
Kilgrow, Julie M.
Kissler, L.H.
Klein,Edith Miller
Knox,MaryS.

Koppel H., Company
Kreiensieck,Julie V.
Kuykendall,Dr. & Mrs. A. H.

L
Lafot,Mrs. Thedora N.
Langrell,Lora M.
Langroise, Mr. & Mrs. William H.
Learned, Kevin & Nancy
Learned,Marcel &Jane
Leonard,John & Betty
Lessinger,Ed F. & Betty M.
Ully,James A.
Lind, Mr. & Mrs. Farris C.
linton, Mr. & Mrs. Marvin F.
Little, David
Lombard-Conrad Architects,P.A.
Lowe,VerlaS.
Lungren, Glenn A.
Lyons,Mr. & Mrs. J.B.
M
MacGregor, Tom L. & Elizabeth C.
Marshall,Philip & Bethel
Mays,Robert D. & Maybelle
McCain, Warren E. & Bernie
McGarvey,Frank &Shirley
Michael, Mr. & Mrs. Gary
Miller, Dorothy M.
Miller Foundation
Miller,Jon &Sydney

Miner, Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Molenaar,J.N.
Morris, Mr. & Mrs. AllenR.
Morrison,James
Moss, Frieda H.
Murdock,Ruth
Musical Productions, Inc.
Myers,H.A.P., M.D.
Myers, Hugh & Felicity

N
Naylor, Howard & Audrey
Nelson, Mr. & Mrs. L. Scott
Newhouse, Mr. & Mrs. C.M.
Newhouse, M. Neal
Nordling, Mr. & Mrs. David L.
0
O'Connor, Robert &Jean
Odmark,Judith
Okeson,Clifford &Ruth
Oppenheimer,Arthur &Jane
p
Parrish,Ernest & Bernice G.
Parrish,John &Jackie
Pau, Susanna H.
Pedersen,Mr. & Mrs.Robert K.
Peebles, John J. & HarrietteR.
Peterson,EdwinR.
Pullman Brick Company
R
Rae, Douglas & Nancy
Ralphs, Gertrude B.
Ralston,Montie C. & D'Orcye
Randall, Mr. & Mrs. Utahna S.
Randol,ThornasJ. (Jr.) &Janet
Red Lion Motor InnRiverside
Reynolds,Mr. & Mrs. Earl C. (Jr.)
Ahead,Mr. & Mrs. Robert C.
Rice,Robert L. &Joan M.
Richards,Blanche M.
Richards,Fred 0.
Rietze,Mr. & Mrs.R. Benjamin
Riley,Mr. & Mrs. Don
Robertson,Jesse & Genevieve
Robinson,Mr. & Mrs.Joe (Jr.)
Roning, Mr. & Mrs.John 0.
Rosenheim,Dr. & Mrs. Gus
Rothchild,Josephine
Rutledge, Mr. & Mrs. C.V.
s
Safari Motor Inn
Scovell,Sandra P.
Seward,John H. & Elizabeth N.
Shaver,Carl H.
Shirley, Michael J. & Gloria B.
Silmplot, ScottR. & Pamela
Small, W. David
Smith, Richard B.
Smylie,Robert E. & Lucille C.
Smyth, Dr. & Mrs. Kenneth D.
Spangler, Mr. & Mrs. T.V.
Speer,Ward H. & Dorothy S.
Spencer, Mr. & Mrs. LN.
Stearns, Stanley M. & Reatha 0.
Steele, James A.
Stein,Mr. & Mrs. Wanek
Stitzel,Mr. & Mrs. Thomas E.
Stoddard, Mr. & Mrs. Bruce W.
Stoddard, Mr. & Mrs. E.M.
Stratton,Mrs. Catherine
Straub, Carl & Mary Ann
Straun, Mr. & Mrs.Robert L.
Sutter,RobertJ. & Margaret
Swenson,Jay E.
Swisher, Perry & Nicky
T
Tate, W. Paul & Beanor F.
Tennyson Transfer &Storage, Inc.
Terteling Company,lnc.
Names continued on page 12
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Jordans honored

After graduation he was offered a teaching fellowship at
Harvard, but decided to enter ranching because he pre
ferred the out-of-doors.
He became the foreman of a ranch that stretched
more than 50 miles along the Snake River, but found
himself unemployed when his boss lost his ranch in the
By Eve Brassey Chandler

len and Grace Jordan received the Presi
dent's Award for Western life and Letters
this month, above. Below, they are pictured
with their f�mily on their Hells Canyon ranch
and to the right, Governor Jordan visits with
President Dwight Eisenhower.

BSU News Services
In her book "The Unintentional Senator, " Grace
Jordan wrote what may be the definitive job description
for an Idaho politician.
·'In the state of Idaho if a man can shoe a large
unwilling horse, construct a concrete bathtub with
intake and outlet that truly operate, run a business and
keep his Phi Beta Kappa key concealed, he may qualify
for political service,'' she wrote.
Ir was a set of tough standards, but she knew one

man who could measure up ... her husband Len, who
spent much of his life serving the people of Idaho.

a bank that closed for a bank holiday and never
reopened. With three young children to raise, the
future looked very bleak.
But a Portland bank, aware ofLenJordan's hard
working reputation, offered him possession of a
$50,000 sheep ranch if he could return the investment
plus interest. At the end of ten years theJordans repaid
the bank and had built a solid base for their future
prosperity.The ranch was made famous in Grace
Jordan's book ''Home Below Hell's Canyon.''
After moving out of the Snake River Canyon, the
Jordans settled in Grangeville and had the opportunity

contributions as an author, BSU PresidentJohn Keiser

to acquire an insurance agency. They purchased the
agency from the father of a young man who owned the

honored theJordans with the Award for WesternLife
andLetters on October 10, during halftime of the BSU

WWII.

In recognition of his career as a statesman and her

homecoming football game.
"We can't think of a more appropriate way to com
memorate theJordans' dedicated service to the state of
Idaho," said Keiser.
The award is presented to individuals who have con
tributed to Western life through writing, research, or
public service. Grace Jordan is the author of five books,
and her husband has served as a state legislator,
Governor, and United States Senator.
''This award is being given to two Idahoans who h:lVe
always personified the values of the West. Each has con
tributed to our heritage in ways that make us proud to
bestow upon them this honor,'' Keiser stated.
''Throughout her career that has spanned more than

business but was declared missing in action during
TheJordans had doubled the size of the agency when
the previous owner returned to Grangeville-very much
alive. They returned the business to the former owner
for exactly the same amount they had paid for it when it
was a much smaller business.
After establishing himself as a successful business
man,LenJordan became interested about the state's
inadequate and poorly maintained roads. No one was
addressing the problem, so he ran for the state legis
lature.He was elected, but, later faced defeat when he
ran for a second term.
Len Jordan was virtually a political unknown in 1950
when he was persuaded to run for governor.His elec
tion committee consisted of his wife, Bill Campbell and

half a century, Mrs.Jordan has written in vivid detail

Dave Doane.

about the West. Because of her books and articles, she
will always be acknowledged as a true portrayer of

to-earth character appealed to the voters and he was

Western life.

elected Governor·.

"SenatorJordan never forgot his Western roots and
always strove for the betterment of life not only in his

lished her first book, ''Home Below Hell's Canyon.''

native region, but throughout the world. He will always
be ·a sterling symbol of Western life and culture,"
Keiser added.
SenatorJordan called the award "the highest honor
I've ever received."
"It's very wonderful," GraceJordan added. ''I'm
astonished."
The Jordans spent their childhood outside the state
ofldaho and they both received degrees from the Uni
versity of Oregon. SenatorJordan attended college on a
football scholarship and earned a Phi Beta Kappa key.
10

"crash of ' 29."
Len and Grace Jordan's life savings were deposited in

His common sense approach to the issues and down

In I 954, while he served as Governor, his wife pub

"I began to write because I wanted to tell stories about
people,

• •

she said.The book was a brief best seller, and

was reissued in paperback in 1962.
GovernorJordan's intellectual and political abilities
were noticed by President Dwight Eisenhower and sub
sequently he was appointed Chairman of the Inter
nationalJoint Commission from 1955-57.ln 1958, he
became a member of the International Development
Advisory Board and went to Afghanistan on a survey of
power and reclamation projects.
TheJordans returned to Boise and rent:wed their

•
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careers in the livestOck business in 1958. While Grace
Jordan lived in Boise she taught creative writing. She
taught her own children while they lived on their Hells
Canyon sheep ranch, and later taught in the public
schools and at the college level.
It wasn't long until LenJordan returned to public
office. He was asked to fill the vacant U.S.Senate seat
caused by the death of SenatOr Henry C. Dworshak in
1963.He was elected to fill the remaining four years of
the term and was reelected to a second term.
During SenawrJordan's term of office, GraceJordan
wrote a weekly column for Idaho newspapers entitled,
"Where Rolls the PotOmac.''
While serving as Senator, LenJordan earned a
reputation as one of the nation's experts on resource
management and water issues. In the Senate he served
on the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, the
Senate Finance Committee and the Select Committee
on Standards and Finance.
In a November 3, 1962, article in the Chicago
Tribune, correspondent Willard Edwards describes
SenatOr Jordan's political acumen.
''The sheep rancher [LenJordan] had a gift for
simple logic and clarity not often displayed in the
Senate.He demonstrated it, even more remarkably, in
an analysis this week of a complex issue-Federal versus
State jurisdiction in water development.Jordan
stripped it down to the bare bones of comprehensibility
for those tO whom it had hitherto been a dull and
mystifying dispute.
''He is a man of almost painful reticence who was
loath tO talk about himself.
" 'Why write about me?" ' "he asked " " 'My wife
has the brains and beauty in this family. She's the
story.'' '
He repeated that theme upon receiving the Award
for Western Life and Letters. '' My wife is the writer in
the family. I don't know how I squeaked by on this
award," SenatOr Jordan said.
Has she ever wanted to enter politics? ''No, one in
the family is enough," Grace jordan said.
Has he ever wanted to write? 'No, the only things
I've ever written have been pretty dull ...committee
reports, things like that,'' SenawrJordan added.
"We've been partners in all our ventures," he said.
"If her name had been on the ballot, she would have
won by a larger margin than I. ''
SenatorJordan retired from public life in 1973 and
he and his wife returned tO Boise to live. Since their
retirement, he has made occasional public speeches and
consulted with individuals pursuing political office.
She has initiated a women's discussion group in
which papers are presented on current issues on a bi
weekly basis. The group has been mee�ing the last seven
years
An admirer of theJordans once quoted a plaque on

the desk of the late General MacArther in reference to
the couple. ''Youth is not a time of life-it is a state of
mind. You are as young as your faith-as old as your
doubt; as young as your self confidence-as old as your
fear; as young as your hope, as old as your despair."

Jordan endowment
The Len B.Jordan Endowment for Economic Studies
is being established to recognize the achievements and
carry forward the principles of one ofldaho's most dis
tinguished citizens.
SenatorJordan noted that he has seen a need for an
endowment for economic studies for several years.
''Many of the people in Congress have never had the
principles of economics. We need more emphasis in
that field," he said.
"You can't spend your way to prosperity," Jordan
said."It won't work for any division of government,
whether you are at the local, state or national level.''
A fund raising campaign will be organized later this
year. Money collected will be invested, and the interest
will be used to fund the lecturers and scholars.
''This endowment is being established to honor the
principles of SenatorJordan ... integrity, indepen
dence and self-sufficiency.We are honored to have the
endowment at Boise State," said BSU presidentJohn
Keiser.

THE MORRISON FAMILY Foundation has had a long history of philanthropy to local causes. ptctured
above are Foundation members Edna Allen, Mrs. Velma Morrison, and Senator Edith Miller Klein
(standing). Also pictured is secretary-treasurer Richard Thomas.

Foundation led
Boise's long drive
for culture center
Back in the 1950's Harry Morrison had a dream . ..a
performing ans center that would bring to the citizens
of Boise cultural attractions generally available only in
larger cities.
It was a dream that lasted, even after the co-founder
of Morrison-Knudsen Company died in 1971 and even
after disappointing setbacks at the ballot box when
voters turned down bond issues to help pay for the
center.
Always at the forefront of the drive to build the
center was one group ... the Harry W. Morrison Family
Foundation. Now, through their leadership and finan
cial contributions, the performing ans center will
finally be built.
The Morrison Family Foundation, led by its president
Mrs.Velma Morrison, revived the performing arts
center idea in 1979with a contribution of$3 .5 million
to Boise State University.By the time ground was
broken this month, they had donated a tOtal of$6.5
million, one of the largest gifts ever given to a univer
sity in Idaho.
''Without question, the leadership of the Morrison
Family Foundation, especially Mrs. Morrison, was
critical.The university and community owe them a
great deal,'' commented BSU presidentJohn Keiser.
The Morrison Family Foundauon was established in
1952 to receive contributions from the Morrison family
and in turn make contributions to worthy causes.
While the Morrison Center is its largest project, the
Foundation has given to a variety of other causes,
including the Mountain States Tumor Institute, Boy
Scouts, Red Cross, United Way, and the Sansum Medi
cal Clinic in Santa Barbara, Calif.

The Foundation has also supported other colleges
and universities, including the University of ldaho,
College of Idaho, Pepperdine University, and Seattle
University.
Donations are approved by its board of directors,
which includes Mrs'.Morrison as president; Judith
Robens, Ventura, Calif., as vice-president; Dr. H. I.
Burtness, Santa Barbara, Calif.; Edna Allen, Boise; and
SenatOr Edith Miller Klein, Boise.
Richard Thomas serves as secretary-treasurer.
The Foundation, says Mrs. Morrison, is carrying on
her late husband's tradition of philanthropy, especially
to the arts.
''The Morrison Center is something he wanted for a
long time ... he always saw the need for a place where
people could enjoy the arts and have the same oppor
tunities that people from other cities had,'' says Mrs.
Morrison.
''He was also interested in other causes. He always
was anxious to help BoiseJunior College.One year he
paid for new band uniforms when the team went to the
Junior Rose Bowl."
The Morrison Center, she adds, is a project that the
Morrison Family Foundation has worked toward for
many years.
"We wanted to keep the integrity of Harry's dream.
We have had many obstacles, but his is a badly needed
facility. We appreciate all those who have stood by us.
We knew we could get the job done ...it is the faith
that saw us through.
''We supported the Center because we wanted to
give something back to the area where he lived,'' she
said.
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Kloss, Doris H.
Kloss, John G. & lois N.
MacMurphey, Janet & George
Malany, Herbert S. & Karen M.
Simpson·, Wes & Gayle
Snively, Suzanne A., M.D.
Thomson, James & Helen l.
Tucker, Shirley E.

Ungerer, J.C. & Phyllis
Union Pacific Foundation

In Memory of A.L. "Bus" Wilcox

Thomas, Eugene C.
Thomas, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M.
Thompson, Frances C.
Toy, Mr. & Mrs. Glenn T.
True, leland B. & Alef C.
Turner, Mr. & Mrs. R. lee
Twilegar, Ron J. & Elizabeth C.

Bank of Idaho Employees
Barton, Sherwin M. & Marien S.
Brown, Mr. & Mrs. Warren H.
Campbell, H.D.
Chandler, Grace
Clayton, Verda Lou
Edwards, Mr. & Mrs. John
Fereday, Russel D. & Muriel C.
Gibb, Mrs. J. Newton
Goates, Donald & Deloris
Hawks, Don C. & Twilla
Higgins, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred
Higgins, Wendell A. & Avonne
Hopkins, Edward J. & Mildred
International Engineering Company, Inc.
International Executive Service Corps
Irvin, William E. & Jessie
Jetter, Mr. & Mrs. Fred G.
Lundy, Kathleen M.
Miller, Jon & Sydney
Pace, Frank (Jr.}
Peterson, Sandra l.
Seetin, Mr. & Mrs. Jack
Shaver, Carl H.
Sheldon, R.A. & Norma A.
J.R. Simplot Company
Simplot, Scott R.
Springfield, K. Fred & Bonnie J.
Telshaw, Herbert L., Jr., & Audrey D.

Van Schuyler,! Philip & Jannice
Victory, Otis B. & Irene
Vycital, Dr. & Mrs. Richarq 0.

w
Wagner, Mary Louise
Wakeman, Mrs. J.Q.
Walston, Mr. & Mrs. Loren R.
Wamstad, Robert & Karen
Wells, James M. & Janet B.
Wells, Rosalie
West, Tom & Frances
White, Lee E. & Rosemary R.
Wig, The Image
Wilcomb, Mr. & Mrs. Richard P.
Winans, Mr. & Mrs. Ron
Wood, Robert W. & Jane S.
Woodhead, Mr. & Mrs. R.K.

z
Zior, Phyllis D.

In Memory of Or. Richard D. Kloss
Allen, Merle W. & Clara J.
Bhullar, Amarjit K.
Boyce, William A. & Leola P.
Brown, Arnold & Betty
Gale, Mrs. R.E.
Hersey, Mary Joe & George
Howmedica/ Davis Associates

Mr. james McClary

FOUNDATION PRESIDENT'S
REPORT
I am very pleased to report to you that the total dollar dona

tions this past fiscal year to the Boise State University Founda
tion

showed a 375 percent increase over donations in
1 979-HO. Donatior�s neared the $1.5 million mark this past
fiscal year while the number of donations was up 38 percent.
The Morrison Center contributions accounted for over 90
percent of the restricted monies given to the BSU Foundation.

We did receive a substantial gift of stock

which greatly

enhanced the value of the BSU Foundation unrestricted funds.
investment

portfolio

has

also

shown

considerable

growth trends this year. up from a little over $500.000 to just
under $2 million. We have also retained the services of John
Hunt & Associates to manage the funds of the Foundation.

This was done to achieve even more growth in the investments
of the Foundation.
A total of $6.675.000 was pledged for the Morrison Center
and at the end of the fiscal year. $1.400.000 had come into the
Foundation office. The inclusion of the Morrison Center fund
into the Foundation has led to considerable growth in the assets

of the Foundation. While we realize these funds will have .a

short-term effect on the Foundation. we hope to see long

range effects from the contacts we make and exposure of the
Foundation to this particular constituency.

As the record indicates. it was a very good year for the BSU

Foundation and we are looking forward

progress in the future.
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In Memory of Mrs. Lavona E. Marsh
Barton, Sherwin M. & Marien S.

In Memory of Bob Reid

v

Our

Tyler, Mr. & Mrs. larry
Villaneuva, Mr. & Mrs. Joe
Wetzel, Vella H.
Wilcox, Mr. & Mrs. Donald H.

to even greater

Stull, James F. & Victoria S.

SCHOLARSHIP TO INDIVIDUAL
STUDENTS
AAUW Boise Branch
ASPA - Treasure Valley Chapter
Ada County Medical Auxiliary
Adrian Confederation of Parents & Teachers
Albertson's, Inc.
Alpha Delta Kappa Sorority
Altrusa Club of Boise
American Business Women's Association
Boise Chapter
American Business Women's Association
Centennial Charter Chapter
American Business Women's Association
Boise Syringa Chapter
American Business Women's Association
Les Bois Chapter
American Falls Rotary Club
American legion Auxiliary- Melba
American legion Auxiliary- #26, Mtn. Home
American Postal Workers Union
Artie Education Foundation
Association of Operating Room Nurses, Inc.
Atwood, LeRoy & Beverly K.
BPO Elks, LaGrande Lodge #433
Bainbridge High School
Balmer, William & Marjorie
Barnes, larry Charitable Foundation
Boise Bench Lion's Club, Inc.
Boise Business & Professional Women's
Club
Boise Cascade Corporation
Boise Choristers, The
Boise Council of Parents & Teachers Assn.
Boise High School Class of '32
Boise legal Secretaries Association
Miss Boise Pageant, Inc.
Boise Women's Bowling Association
Bowling Proprietor's AIIIOCiation of
America, Inc.
Bridgeport Home & School Association
Business & Professional Women's
Foundation
Caldwell Optimist Club
Carroll's, Inc.
Chevrolet
Clark Foundation, The
Clearwater Valley High School
Columbian Club
Continental Association of Resolute
Employees
Council High School
Crossman Air Guns
Laura Moore Cunningham Foundation, Inc.
Daughters of American Revolution,
Pioneer Chapter
Daum Industries
Defresne, Walter & leona Foundation, Inc.
Elk's National Foundation
Emmett Business & Professional Women's
Club
Executive Women International - Boise
Chapter
Filer High School
First Security Foundation
Fleischmann, Max C. Foundation
Gannett, Frank Newspapercarrier
Scholarships, Inc.
Glenns Ferry High School - Associated
Student Body
Gooding High School Student Body
Association
Hammond Music
Hayden Lake Country Club, Inc.
Hecla-Bunker Hill Scholarship Fund
Hooper, Keith B.
Hurtig, Ben & Peggy
Huttrnan, Jennifer
IPRR-PRSA Seminar
Idaho CPA Wives Association, Southwest
Region
Idaho Division Purchasing Management
Association
Idaho Federal of Music Clubs, Inc.
Idaho Golf Angels, Inc.
Idaho Lung Association, Inc.
Idaho Migrant Council, Inc.
Miss Idaho Scholarship Pageant
Institute of Internal Auditors, Boise Chapter
Intermountain Gas Co.
Junior Achievement of Southwest Idaho,
Inc.
King Broadcasting Company
Kingsbury Scholarship Fund
louisiana-Pacific Foundation
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area
March of Dimes - Boise-Ada Chapter
Meridian Education Association
Meridian High School Associated Student

Body
Miner's Memorial Educational Fund
McCall-Donnelly High School
Nampa High School Associated Student
Body
Nampa School District #131
National Association of Secondary School
Principals
National Merit Scholarship Corp.
National Secretaries Association
CAN-IDA Chapter
Northam-Jones Funeral Home, Inc.
Oregon State Elks Association
Ore-Ida Foods
Orofino BPW Club
PEO Sisterhood, International Chapter
PEO Sisterhood, Chapter W, Mountain
Home
PEO Sisterhood, Chapter X, Wallace
Parma Lions Club
Phi Delta Kappa - Gamma Gamma Chapter
Pillsbury Company Foundation
Preston Senior High School
Reddig, Mrs. Arthur E.
Rice, Bob
Rotary Club of Boise
St. Alphonsus Hospital Auxiliary
Seattle First National Bank
Simplot, J.R. Co.
Steele-Reese Foundation
Treasure Valley Traffic Club
Turner, Bernice
Twin Falls Lions Club, Inc.
Union Pacific Railroad Company
Vermont Student Assistance Corporation
Wallace Senior High School
Weast, Donna
Weiser Jay C Ettes
Weiser Lion's Club - Miss Washington Co.
Pageant
Welcome Wagon Club
Western Association of Food Chains, Inc.
Whittenberger Foundation
Wilder PTA
Wood, L.S. Charitable Trust

SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS
Vince Aguirre Scholarship Fund
Bogus Basin Recreational Assoc., Inc.

Art Department Scholarship
BSU Wives & Women

Association for Systems Management
Scholarship Fund
Idaho Intermountain Chapter Association
for Systems Management

Bank of ldaho/BSU National Scholar
ship Award
Bank of Idaho

Harry S. & Elizabeth C. Bowen Scholar
ship
Harry S. & Elizabeth C. Bowen Trust
Fund
Joanne T. Bray Memorial Scholarship
Ourada, Patricia K.

Ella W. & O.L. Carter Scholarship Fund
Ella W. & D.L. Carter Trust Fund

Esther Davis Loan Fund
Davis, Esther J.

John Lynn Driscoll, Jr. Scholarship
Fund
John Lynn Driscoll, Jr. Scholarship Trust

Bob Gibb Memorial Scholarship Fund
Rotary Club of Boise

John Gaige Engineering Scholarship
Fund
Gaige, Mr. & Mrs. A. John

Clark & Ada Hatch Scholarship Fund
Hatch, Ada Y.

Robert G. Hemingway Memorial
Scholarship
Robert G. Hemingway Private Foundation

Butch Henry's Evergreen Scholarship
Fund
Meadows Valley High School

Edna Jones Memorial Scholarship Fund
Estate of Edna Jones

Elmer Keith Scholarship Fund
Fowler, T.R.

Math Department Scholarship Fund
lamet, Daniel
Salanke, Robert
Ward, Fritz

Helen Moore Memorial Scholarship
Newhouse, Mr. & Mrs. C.M.

Raymond Mudd Memorial Scholarship
Fund
Snavely, Loraine

Stuart Salo Memorial Loan Fund
Jonasson, Alfred B.

Nixon J. Sellars/ Newman Scholarship
Fund
Sellars, Frances N. & W.C.

Auroro M. Perry Memorial Scholarship
Fund
Perry, James W.

Warren & Mabel Swendsen Scholarship
Fund
Warren & Mabel Swendsen Trust Fund

Tau Alpha Pi Scholarship Fund
Tau Alpha Pi

•
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University Club-Alumni Scholarship
Fund
Beta Sigma Alpha Kappa Chapter Payette
Carter, Max D. &Irene R.
Kintze, Mr. &Mrs. Paul J.
King, Charles E. &Cynthia
McClary, Mr. &Mrs. James D.
St. Paul's Student Center
Arnold & Jessie Woody Loan Fund
Woody, Arnold H. &Jessie D. Trust Fund
Mary Anne Ziniker Maloof Memorial
Scholarship
Maloof, Georgia W.
Lyle Smith Scholarship Fund
Andrews, Oral F.
Chaffee, Dr. &Mrs. Eugene
Orthodontic Management
BSU MUSEUM OF ART
Airhart, Dave
Boise Blue Art Supply
Brown's Gallery
Dater, Mr. &Mrs. Thomas
Davidson, Mrs. Marjorie
Fritchman, Dr. &Mrs. H.K.
Idaho First National Bank
Lombard-Conrad Architects
Morrison, Harry W. Family Foundation
Ochi Gallery
Oppenheimer, Mr. &Mrs. Skip
Power Tool &Machinery Co.
Serigraph Studio
Trinity Investments International, Inc.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bennion, Mr. &Mrs. David K.

P.A.R. Alloy, Inc.
University Community Arts Association
MATCHING GIFTS
Albertson's, Inc.
Arthur Andersen &Co.
Boise Cascade Corp.
Heinz, H.J. Company Foundation
Murray, Wallace Foundation
GIFTS TO SCHOOLS AND
DEPARTMENTS
Buhler, Dr. Peter
AMOCO Foundation
Baker, Dr. &Mrs. George R.
Bias, Mr. &Mrs.
Biggs, Bee G.
Bird, Mr. &Mrs. Armand L.
Boise Golden K. Kiwanis Club
Burkholder, Maurice M., M.D.
Campbell, Mr. &Mrs. Willia m S .
Chandler, Earl F.
Colonel's, Inc.
Durbin, A. Elaine
Eckert, Armand M.
First Security Bank of Idaho
First Security Foundation
Galey Construction Co.
Gannon, Gary K. Co.
Fox &Co.
Hall, Porter J.
Hart, Richard &Ramona
Hylen, Mr. & Mrs. Everett
Klein, Mrs. Edith Miller
Logger Creek Inn
Luke, Mr. & Mrs. Robert A.
McCarter &Tuller, Inc.

Merz, C.M. &Sally S.
�v,)f
Miller, Mr. &Mrs. Craig D.
�
Miller, Mr. &Mrs. Jon H.
w:
Morgan, Clayton D., M.D.
Moseley, W.H. Co.
National Association of Accountants
National Association of Accountants, Boise
Chapter
Nobel, Allen
Ore-Ida Foods, Inc.
Rich, Mr. &Mrs. H.L.
Stitzel, Mr. &Mrs. Thomas E.
Sullivan, Mr. &Mrs. James A.
Sunset Nursing Home Employees
Tate, W. Paul & Eleanor F.
Terteling, J.L.
Thompson, Leonard 0.
Totorica, Richard
Weast, Donna
Western Appliance
Wilson, Charles H.
Yanke Machine Shop
In memory of Esther Johnson
Hart, Richard &Ramona
In memory of George Scott
Ouong, Bill &Lorice
In memory of Irene Hill
Gene Schmitz Delivery Service
In memory of Leonard Achley
A-1 Business Equipment, Inc.
MEMORIALS
Estella Aney-Neumeister Loan Fund
In memory of Estella Aney-Neumeister
Neumeister, A.W.
Scholarship Fund
In memory of George M. Edgar

Loan, Mr. &Mrs. Jack H.
Grace Lynn Chaffee Memorial Loan Fund
In memory of Alta Hahn
Smith, Dorothy
Grace Lynn Chaffee Memorial Loan Fund
In memory of Andy Kennedy
Smith, Dorothy
Grace Lynn Chaffee Memorial Loan Fund
In memory of Mary Jackson
Smith, Dorothy
LaRue Demolay Scholarship Fund
In memory of Anna LaRue
Pitman, Mr. &Mrs. C. Harvey
Scholarship Fund
In memory of Beulah Shelton
Wilson, Mr. &Mrs. Peter
Bill D. Curtis Memorial Loan Fund
In memory of Bill D. Curtis
Ami, Gene &Marianne
Anderton, Ramona
BSU School of Vocational-Technical
Education - Surgical Technology Class
BSU School of Vocational-Technical
Education - Students & Faculty
Bowers, Nancy C.
Buchanan, Jim &Margaret
Bullington, Dick & Pat
Butler, Bill & Doris
Cal's Service Parts Co.
Callender, Donald R. &Velma M.
Casebeer, Craig & Olive
Curtis, Dorothy
Curtis, Mr. &Mrs. Robert E.
Dallas, Frank &Mary
Dalos, Mr. &Mrs. Carl J.
Edquist, Theodore &Mildred
First Christian Church - Galilean Class
•

FOUNDATION
TRUSTEES

FOUNDATION OFFICERS

Joseph A. Albertson
Betty Armstrong
Robert Ayres. M.D.

!t

S. Hatch Barrett
Vernon K. Brassey
J. Gordon Brookover
Warren H. Brown
James E. Bruce, Jr.
David C. Bush
Albert Carlsen
Jerry L. Caven
JohnS. Chapman
Louis H. Cosho

Donald M. Day
Vice-President

Secretary

H. David Croft, D.D.S.
Samuel H. Crossland
Thomas C. Frye
FrankS. Galey, Jr.
Bernie F. Gratton
Kathleen W. Gurnsey
Charles F. Hall

James A. Faucher

Jess B. Hawley, Jr.

Executive Director

Edward E. Hedges
Alice E. Hennessey
Charles F. Hummel
William E. Irvin
Byron J. Johnson
J. Richard Jordan
Edith Miller Klein
H. Ferd Koch
Marcel Learned
David W. Light
David Little
Dr. John H. Keiser

Glenn A. Lungren
Larry T. McEntee
Jack E. Morgan
Velma V. Morrison
R. B. Moss
C. Max Newhouse
Arthur Oppenheimer, Jr.
F. Edward Osborne
Robert K. Pedersen
Gordon C. Randall
Gustav E. Rosenheim, M.D.

Earl F. Chandler

Harold L. Ryan
William LeeScott
Bradford P. Shaw
Ronald A. Slocum
VirginiaSmith
Edward L. Sullivan
John P. Tate, Jr.
H. Westerman Whillock
Richard P. Wilcomb

Tom L. MacGregor

Fred P. Thompson, Jr.

Walter Yarbrough
R. H. Young
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Griffith, Carl & Frances
Healas, Donald & Helen
Hertz Rent A Car, Inc.
Jensen, Melvin & Dianna M.
Jimison, Larry &Sue
Lavey, Michael & Catherine
Lee, Archie & Muriel
Linder, Glen
Macinnis, John & Jean
Michels, Patricia K.
Mikesell, Charles & Evelyn
Miller, G.M. & Doris
Murelaga, Phillip & Anita
McAtee, Lewis E.
Mclaughlin, Helen
Nickel, David & Linda
Pounds, Glenna
Seiland, Larry & Janyce
Shinn, B.J. & Audrey
Stephenson, Leon & Phyllis
Stone, Joel &Sylvia
Sumter, Lowell & Bonnie
Tarrant, Mr. & Mrs. Dwight V.
Tompkins, James & Charlotte
Towle, Mr. & Mrs. Gary R.
Trapp, Lyle F.
Wheeler, Janet
Wheeler, Jim & Virginia
Eldon H. EdmundsonSr.Scholarship Fund
In memory of Eldon H. Edmundson,Sr.
Bly, Verla D. & C. Wesley
Campbell, Jim & Martha
Coffey, Mrs. Edna M.
Durbin, Elaine
Edmundson, Norman & Mollie
Edmundson, Pete & Pansy
Edmundson, Russell & Darlene
Krause, Mr. & Mrs. Harry L.
LePere, Alia
LePere, Eldon
LePere, Leslie
LePere, Louise
Mayer, Waite J. & Beverly A.
Nocerini, �oy & Loretta A.
Peterson, Robert & Velda
Rieth, Cecilia
Swenson, Ailleene W.
Zurad, Bruno H. & Novella E.
Angus McDonald MemorialScholarship
In memory of Angus McDonald
Allen, Richard & Eli
Bales, Gladys E.
Burkett, Robert A. & Leona
Duncan, Margaret E.
Dutton, Margaret
Formo, Marjorie E.
Green, Cliff & Ruth
Green, DavidScott &Susan
Kindred, Vester
Lalande, Mr. & Mrs. U.C.
McBain, Nettie
McClure, Doyle & Dorothy
Smith, Agnes
Smith, Frank & Janie
Standley, Margaret
Turner, Addie E.
Ultzen, Ric & Erna
Waller, Harry & Hellen
Wand, Lois I.
Williams, Geri
Young, Mr. & Mrs. Miles M.

HIGHLIGHTS
Seven new endowed scholarship funds were started this year
through the Boise State University Foundation, with five of
those seven established in new endowed areas of study.
Those five included the Harry and Elizabeth Bowen Music

How an individual or organization chooses to support Boise
State University will vary according to situation and preference.
The central purpose of the Boise State University Foundation Is
to assist you in finding the best avenue of support for you and
for the Univ ersity.
Although major contributions to the Foundation will provide

Scholarship; the Eldon Edmundson, Sr. Environmental Health

much-needed current support.

Scholarship; the Joanne T. Bray Art and History Scholarship;

planned giving from individuals can also add stability to the

the Robert Hemingway Business-Finance Scholarship; and the
Associated Systems Management Accounting Scholarship.
The other two endowed scholarships were in athletics. They
were the Lyle H. Smith Scholarship and the Frank Sander
Scholarship.
Another new Foundation fund established this past fiscal
year was through the Vaudeville Revisited musical. These
monies were earmarked for the Morrison Center.
Eiden, Virginia f"\.
Fontaine, Mr. & Mrs. Robert M.
Forrestal, Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Garro, Frank
Goicoechea, Joe
Greenwood, Mr. & Mrs. Robert
Harris, Hugh & Ruth
Howell, Charles N.
Johnson, Gary W.
Jones, Winfield G., D.M.D.
Kading, R.B. (Jr.)
Kaenig, John "Casey"
Keis.er, Dr. & Mrs. John H.
Kendall, Harry J. Family
Kern Mr. & Mrs. Dwane R.
Klotz, JamesS.
Knipe, Barbara B.
Longbranch Cafe & Lounge
Loveless, Mr. & Mrs. Harold
Lundell, Mr. & Mrs. Oscar H.
Maberry, Mr. & Mrs. Howard L.
MacGregor, Mr. & Mrs. Tom L.
Madarieta, Angel & Rosa
Madden, Robert (Jr.)
McDonald, Mr. & Mrs. James R.
Mendiola, Mrs. John
Merritt, George
Miles, Tom & Jean
Mio, Tom & Jayne
101 Ranch, Inc.
Pagoaga, Henry
Park & Meuleman, Chartered
Park, MahlonS.
Parsell, R.C.
Peterson, Anne & J. Reed
Poore, Mr. & Mrs. Richard
Reilly, Michael F.
Riley, Mr. & Mrs. Carl F.
Sandner, Mr. & Mrs. A. F.
Sandner, Mr. & Mrs. Fritz
Shadow Valley Golf Course
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Lyle H.
Smith, Nyle C.
Smith, V.C.
Smithman, M.R. (Jr.)
Stevenson, Robert D.
Sugai, Maxie
Thomason, Carole M.
Thomason, Thomas C.
Treat, Mr. & Mrs. Ronald M.
Wiki Wiki Print
Wilcox, Mr. & Mrs. Raymond
Wilcox, Mr. & Mrs. Rolland
Wilson, Jeffrey M.

Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Burt
Smith, David L. & Patricia Ann
Symms, Mr. & Mrs. A.A.
Terrell, Wayne & Verlain
Welke, Julian &'Evelyn
Woolwine, Phil C. & Lois A.
GIFTS-IN-KIND

Albertson's, Inc.
Baker, Dr. & Mrs. Richard
Barnes, Larry Chevrolet Co.
Boise Capital Lions
Boise Cascade Corporation
Capitol Lithograph & Printing
Courtesy Chrysler/Plymouth
Equitable Life Assurance Co.
First Security Bank of Idaho
Green, Pat
Idaho Bank & Trust
Johnston, Dr. Carl M.
Miller-Stephan
Monette, Mr. J.B.
MountainStates Tumor Institute
NORCO
Nehring, Dr. Virginia
Pavesic, Dr. & Mrs. Max G.
Reimann, Mrs. Dann
Rementeria, Mrs. M.B.
Restline Products, Inc.
Saga FoodService of Idaho, Inc.
Thriftway Home Building Center
Tillman, Charles
Vahey, JoAnn
Valdase, Jeanette
Wight, Robert &Stephanie
Wiser, Mr. Jim
CAPITAL GIFTS
BSU MULTIPURPOSE PAVILION

Ames, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred F.
Albertson's, Inc.
Anderson, Warren & Natalie
Auditorium Managers, International
Association of
BoiseSales Co.
Brewer, Carol Jean
Brumm, Wayne G.
Chatburn, Mr. & Mrs. A. H.
Cozine, Jim
Czarniecki, W. & J. & Family
In memory of Jean McDonald
Davis, Esther J.
Chindgren, Mrs. Lane G.
Dodd, James C.
Hill, Angus & Clementina
Faucher, Jim, Joanna & Family
Marguet, Mrs. Carmen J.
Fletcher, Mr. Robert G.
Nixon J. Sellars/NewmanScholarship
Ganz, George & Louise
In memory of Leo O'Connell
Anthony RobertScott MemorialScholarship Harris, Larry W. & Jane B.
Hayes, Mr. & Mrs. Roy L.
Hawkins, Jay L.
In memory of Jose Villaneuva
Sahlbert, Robert D. & Irene H.
Hawkins, Jerline E.
Beitia, Mr. & Mrs. John L.
Sellars, W.C. & Frances N.
Hawkins, Jerry A.
Edson, Mr. & Mrs. M.W.
FrankSandner MemorialScholarship
Hawkins, Jill
Garatea, Frank & Irene
In memory of FrankSandner
Jones, Dr. & Mrs. A. Curtis (Jr.)
Gorrono, Mr. & Mrs. Louis
Adolphsen, Mr. & Mrs. Fred P.
Jones, Mrs. J. Lloyd
Kroush, Josephine
Advertiser, The
KAID-TV, Staff of
LeDelle, George & Verlaine
All Car Transmission Center, Inc.
M & W Markets
McCullough, Flint & Tammy
Allen, Mr. C.R.
McClary, James D.
Mendiola, Agnes
Baird, Mr. & Mrs. Claude
Moore, Craig A.
Odiaga, John & Isabel
Betebenner, Bud
Navarro, Rick
Olson, Dr. & Mrs. Dale R. & Family
Betebenner, Jean
Navarro, Mary Louise
Query, Arch & Helen
Bick, Susan Eiden
Owyhee Motorcycle Club
Schiller, Mrs. Dorothy
Boise Blue ArtSupply Co.
Pecora, Michael & Bonnie
Schiller, Ron & Family
Boise Clinic
Post, Bill & Jona
Wilcox, Alice
Boise Telco Employees
Reed, R. Richard
Winer, Blair & Ellen
Bronco Athletic Association, Board of
Ripley, Dwight & Ramona
Yturri, Mr. & Mrs. Antho.,v
Directors
Rolfe, Bruce Ward
In memory of Mrs. Anunci Jayo
Brown, Tom A.
Rolfe, L. Ward
Villaneuva, Mr. & Mrs. Joe
Bruce, Mr. & Mrs. James E. (Jr.)
Rolfe, Leslie Ann
Alfred "Bud"Shields MemorialScholarship
Buchanan, Hugh H.
Rolfe, Michelle
In memory of Alfred "Bud" Shields
Bullington, Dr. & Mrs. Richard E.
Roning, Mr. & Mrs. John 0.
Aspen Reality, Inc.
Callender, Don & Velma
Stratten, Ronald A.
Barton, Nina
Campbell, Mr. & Mrs. WilliamS.
Timm, Bryan L.
Bishop, L. Keith & Jan
Clemons, Cosho & Humphrey, Attorneys
Timm, Jerry R.
Case, Mrs. Clifford
at law
Timm, Michelle A.
Case, Mr. & Mrs. Herman
Cochrane, Richard M.
Timm, Wandalee
:omel, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne
Constans, Thomas R.
Zollman, Cheryl
Falen, Charles & Helen
Coors Distributing Company
Zollman, Don
lgo, Judith D.
Davis Packing Company
Zollman, Glen
McVey, Unda
Easterbrook, Mr. & Mrs. Paul W.
Zollman, Tami
.Nicholes, Mr. & Mrs. Press
Eberle, Berlin, Kading, Turnbow &
Zollman, Ted.
Robinson, Joe
Gillespie, Charted
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WAYS OF GIVING

programs

of

regular

and

University's programs on a long-range basis.
Your gift will be used as you specify for scholarships and
loans. for laboratory or library acquisitions, for faculty develop
ment or for other worthy purposes.
We encourage unrestricted contributions. since they can be
used where University need is greatest. Regardless of specifica
tion, 100 percent of your direct contribution or endowment
earnings will be used for University support.
You may wish to consider one or more of the following ways
of giving:

Gifts of Cash
Most contributions to the Boise State University Foundation
are gifts of cash-checks, money orders, bank drafts or cur
rency. Because of allowable tax deductions, th e actual out-of

pocket cost of such gifts is less than the dollar amount of gifts
received. Recent tax legislation has raised the level of deduct
ibility of such gifts to 50 percent of adjusted gross income of the
donor.

Gifts of Securities
The best securities to give in relation to tax advantages to the
donor will depend upon the length of time the securities have
been held and the amount of appreciation or depreciation.
Appreciated securities held more than twelve months entitle
the donor to a deduction for the fair market value of the secur
ities on the date of contribution to 30 p erc ent of adjusted gross
income with a five-year carryover for any excess. Securities
held twelve months of l ess entitle the donor to a purchase-price
deduction. Depreciated securities are best sold in advance of
contribution, thereby permitting the donor to claim a capital
loss for the amount of depreciation. The Foundation will be
happy to assist you in making arrangements for transfer of con
tributed securities.

•

Gifts of Real and
Personal Property
As with securities, real estate of personal property related t o
the purposes o f Boise State University Foundation held for
more than twelve months may entitle donors to deductions for
the appreciated valuation of the property at the time of transfer

within certain restrictions. The maximum deduction Is Umlted
to 30 percent of gross income, with the same five-year carry
over provision as above.

Gifts of Life Insurance
There are a number of ways of contributing to the Boise
State University Foundation through various life insurance
plans. The amount of tax savings will vary according to the
nature of the plan. Further information is available upon
request.

Deferred Gifts and
Life Income Agreements
In addition to the above ways of giving, you may wish to
consider a deferred gift through a bequest. The Foundation
also offers life income agreement programs which pay Income
to the donor for life. Further information about the programs is
available upon r eque st .

The Best Way to Contribute
Trained· staff and counsel as well as appropriate University
officials will be available to assist you and your advisors in
establishing the best gift agreement possible to fit your financial
program. Regardless of the size or nature of your gift, your
suggestions and advice are always welcome.
Recognition of contributors given in this annual report Is for
the fiscal year ended June 30. 1981. Contributions received
since that date will be duly noted in next year's report.
Contributions should be made payable to:
Boise State University Foundation. Inc.
1910 University Drive
Boise.ID 83725

(208) 385·3276

Writers on writing
Women disc
' uss literary successes

Carolyn Heilbrun
byJocelyn Fannin·
BSU News Services
Two prominent women authors, western writer
Dorothy Johnson and feminist writer-critic-mystery
author Carolyn Heilbrun, appeared at Boise State in
October to speak at meetings of the Western Literature
Association (WLA) and the Rocky Mountain Modern
Language Association (RMMLA).
Heilbrun, a literary scholar and well-known feminist
writer and critic, is also the author of the increasingly
popular Amanda Cross academic mysteries. She also
spoke in the Writers and Artists Series co-sponsored by
BSU during her stay here.
A professor of English at Columbia University, N.Y.,
Heilbrun is a candidate for second vice president of the
30,000 member MLA this year.
Of her double writing career she said, ''I'm one of
those people who believes in writing every day. To keep
that going is very important. Unfortunately. I'm not in
any sort of blockbuster class,'' she said. However, her
mystery writing was featured in the April 18, 1981 issue
of the Chronicle ofHigher Education in the article '' A
Mysterious Faculty for Murder: The Professor Did It.''
Her mystery heroine, Kate Fansler, is not unlike
Heilbrun, she admits.
''I decided I wanted a woman character,'' she said,
''but not for feminist reasons. And I wrote her into my
profession (Kate Fansler is also a professor of English at
Columbia) because I wanted to be at home in her
world. I gave her money and a very stuffy reactionary
family who had earned itfor her, then pitted her liberal
ideas against theirs.
The detective Kate, like her creator, lived through
the disaffection of the Vietnam War leading to the
1960's Columbia riots depicted in her mystery novel
Poeticjustice.
Heilbrun's latest Amanda Cross mystery. Death in a
Tenured Position (printed in Great Britain as Death in
the Faculty, as the English don't understand tenure,
she said) takes place at Harvard University.
She has written many feminist and critical articles
which have been published in periodicals such as Satur
day Review, New York Times, and New York Times
Book Review.
Of her writing of feminist books Toward a Recogni
tion ofAndrogyny and Reinventing Womanhood and
articles such as ''The Character of Hamlet's Mother,·'
she said, ''I didn't get into feminism until the move
ment came along in an obvious way."
''Feminism is in danger of losing momentum; it has
·

lost both federal and emotional support. People like
·me can try to be humorous about it, but it is the
radicals who have made our middle position possible.''
"Comedy, rather than tragedy, allows women to be
the equals of men," Heilbrun said.
''A feminist critic requires, as Athena knows,'' she
said referring to Nausicaa, rescuer of Odysseus, a bold
heart and steady knees.''
.
One Heilbrun article, "The Masculine Wilderness of
the American Novel," published in the Jan. 29, 1977
tssue of Saturday Review caused a storm because of her
premise that after Hawthorne wrote, there are no
marvelous women characters in American novels.
''No woman in American fiction is ever anything else
than woman as bitch, woman as cuddle bunny, or older
woman, usually useless or altruistic,'' she said.
Johnson, author of three stories-''A Man Called
Horse," "The Hanging Tree," and "The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valence''-all made into popular movies
-received the WLA Distinguished Achievement award
at the Oct. 1 association banquet, where she presented
a humorous address ''How to Get On a Horse.''
''Getting on a horse is just like writing convincing
sto.ries-very painful," she said.
"Years ago, when I was writing some of the stories,
you (WLA members) are using in classes, it wasn't
respectable to write western stories,'' she said.
''The people in New York where I was living would
look at me strangely when they found out what I did, as
though to say 'where did she go wrong.' ''
''What I was writing was beneath contempt, that was
not respectable, has become western literature, and I
thank you all for pulling me out of the gutter,'' she
told her l aughing audience.
Johnson, who grew up in Whitefish, Mont., where
"we had no cowboys," is the subject of a BSU Western
Writers Seri�s pamphlet. In addition to her latest recog
nition, she has received an honorary doctor of letters
degree from the University of Montana, Missoula, and
both the Western Writers Spur award for the best west
ern short story of 1956 for ''Lost Sister'' and that
association's 1976 Golden Saddleman award for her
significant contributions to western literature.
In 1977 she won the Wrangler Award from the
Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City for her book
"Buffolo Women."
''I find literary criticism of my work perfectly
fascinating,'' Johnson said after hearing her writing dis
cussed during a WLA panel discussion.
''Literary critics look at things differently from the
way the writers whom the critics are looking at do when
they are writing.''
''Each time I wrote, I just wanted to write the best
possible story from the material I had available. And
sometimes I had very good material,'' Johnson said.
Asked why she sometimes sided with the white man
in her stories and sometimes with the Indian, Johnson
said, "It depends on who is the main character in the
story. I become that person, and I can change sides very
easily.''

Morrison-- Center
Continued from page 1
now that we have something that will be the finest that
any university in the Northwest can boast of,'' he
added.
Speaking on behalf of the legislature, Rep. Mike
Gwartney, Boise, said the project received statewide
support. ''It is for all the people of the State of ldaho...
the record shows that people from Moscow, Idaho voted
for this project, from Pocatello, Idaho, for Caldwell,
Idaho . .. all cities with great educational institutions,''
Gwartney said.
Student body president Tony Lund thanked those
who worked on the project, stating ''we feel it is the
appropriate place to have the Morrison Center, here at a
place of expanding horizons.''
StateBoard of Education chairman Cheryl Hymas, a
BJC graduate, said the Morrison Center would enhance
cultural life throughout the state.

.4
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''The capital city's art awareness is essential to the
rest of the state's awareness."
Following the speeches the group moved outside,
where the dignitaries grabbed their shoveb and broke
ground behind the Science-EducationBuilding,
symbolizing the beginning of the construction project.
No sooner had the shovels been put away than
workers from Turnkey Construction, Inc. fenced off the
area and began their site studies. Full scale construction
will begin in November, and .should be completed by
September of 1983.
Turnkey is a 10-year oldBoise firm that has worked
on several other local projects, including the current
Morrison-Knudsen home office expansion and the
Overland Park Shopping Center.
As many as 200 construction workers could be on the
job site, and about 40 suppliers and sub-contractors will
be used in the project. The main sub-contractors are
Marcum, Inc., Boise, heating and sheet metal;Johnson
Electric, Nampa, electrical;and Union Plumbing,
Boise, plumbing.
About $10 million of the building's $15.2 million
pricetag came from private sources (see list of Morrison
Center donors on pages 8. 9 & 12.)
The remaining $5.2 million came from state
appropriations made over the last three years. Some
alternates, such as acoustical curtains, equipment, and
site work were left out of the contract price, but will be
added later as additional funds are raised.
The Morrison Center will include a performing hall
and teaching facilities for the departments of music and
theatre arts.
Located along the Boise River, the stagehouse will
;tand 10 stories high. It will drop to six stories for the
audience chamber and to three stories for thc.dassrom
o
portion. It will stretch 450 feet in length and enclose
155,000 square feet.
The main concert hall will seat 2,000 people, 1,200
at the orchestra level and 800 at the mezzanine level.
The hall will be acoustically ''tuned'' by adjusting large
panels mounted on the walls and hung from the
ceiling. Using that system, architects say the building
will produce excellent sound, whether the performance
is a violin solo or a musical production.
The Morrison Center will also be the home ofBSU' s
academic departments in music and theatre arts. It will
include a 200 seat ''multi-form'' theatre that can be
adjusted to nearly any shape of stage. Located just off
the main lobby, that room can also be used as a recep
tion area for premieres and other major performances in
the main hall.
A studio recital hall, also seating 200, will be used
for musical pedormances. The butldtng wtU also teature
other large rehearsal areas, practice rooms, studios,
offices, classrooms, set construction areas, and dressing
rooms.

P .E. leader speaks
''The first biological lesson of history is that life is
. competition,'' EdithBetts, Northwest physical educa
tion leader·. told members of the Idaho Association for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and D:ince at
their conference atBoise State Oct. 8-9.
Betts, a University ofldaho professor of physical
education, said "Competition is compatible with
cooperation. I believe we are in an era of swinging from
competition toward cooperation. They are compatible,
and we have need for both.''
''There is a constant stream of ethical cltoices with
which we teachers may help children in the right direc
tion," Betts said.
''What I have really learned about teaching is that
part of my job is to help develop values, the kinds of
values parents in Idaho want taught-integrity, app�
ciation of others, perseverance, self-discipline," she
said.
''We have the responsibility to truly look at how our
lessons affect students intellectually, emotionally,
socially, as well as physically,'' she said.
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Education in 1980's
Symposium explores issues

Nonhwest educators gathered at Boise State Oct.
8- I 0 to attend the Education and Contemporary
America Symposium sponsored by the School of
Education.

Dr. H. Michael Hanoonian

The following are excerpts from several papers pre

Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction

sented at the symposium on educational and societal
trends in the 1980's, the implications of brain and
neurological research for education, literacy and free
dom, and the effects of teacher tenure on the education
profession .

As a people, we are drifting ...drifting toward what
some have labeled ''friendly fascism'' ...or what
others call an accelerating change from democracy to
oligarchy ...or what still others claim to be a ''welfare
state.'' ...our democracy is under seige . . a seige,
perhaps, brought on by the forces of ignorance.
To say the least, educators are challenged by the com
plexities of funding, curricula, schedules, students, the
community, and global interdependence and disrup
tions.The mere process of maintaining school is more
difficult today than it was in previous times, and a sense
of hopelessness permeates most enterprises and cer
tainly this is the case with schools. But, shortsighted
programs and rhetoric should not pre-empt long run
priorities and purpose.
-We need, as never before, the courage to be
literate and free.Freedom and literacy are parts of the
same larger idea-they vary directly, and the people
who believe that freedom can be achieved without liter
acy simply do not understand the situation. Freedom
and literacy demand work, sacrifice, integrity and per
haps, most of all, courage.It was once suggested by
Ernest Hemingway that "courage is grace under pres
sure.'' Today, the pressure is obvious; the question here
at issue is whether or not we can muster up the grace.
The first purpose of public education in this country
is to keep the republic going ...to improve its
institutions ...and to work on ourselves so as to con
tinually increase our capacity to be better.We must
recognize that limited government is only possible
when citizens understand the concepts of rule of law,
voluntary compliance, individual standards of crafts
manship, and integrity.This charge means that we
understand our democratic heritage and the political
and economic systems in which we must all function.
-Too many American people feel that the knowl
edge of democratic rights and responsibilities comes
with birth. If one is born here, he or she is a citizen and
that's that.We fail to take jefferson seriously when he
asserted that the qualities of democratic citizenship are
not innate ... they are the result of education and
habit ... of discipline and love.Yet in our elementary
schools, we feel justified in devoting little or no time to
developing and understanding of democratic citizen
ship. We are so busy teaching something called ''basic
skills,'· (which no one has defined and which, for the
most part, amounts to a junk food curriculum diet of
busy work) that we have lost our understanding of who
we are and where we are going as a nation....our
students do learn to read ... but they have little under
standing, little discipline, little knowledge of art, of
science, of history, and little love for learning.
.

Dr. Kenneth L. Hill
Boiloe State University Professor of Education
If we are ever to make significant advances in
pedagogy we must first abandon any beliefs that there
are right and wrong ways and that, at least for the next
ten thousand years, we will never fully understand
human beings. Teaching must be considered more
analogous to being a good wife or husband, being a
faithful friend, or being a good president.Teaching
comes very close to living.It involves the totality of our
being to su... h an extent, if one could tell people how to
teach, one could also tell them how to be.
What we need, then, is a large repertoire of responses
and strategies involving how people learn.Until some
thing better comes along we'll have to dep�:nd largely
upon the human capacity we refer to as ''intuition'' to
detide when to do what.
-The hope, then, for improved teaching lies in
inrreasing our knowledge about differences in individ
ual learning styles and in how people can learn.
In most individuals. speech, verbal thinking, and
sequential logical problem solving appear to originate
in the left hemisphere (of the brain). The right hemi
sphere appears to dominate when holistic thinking
takes place. creativity is involved, and spatial thinking
is being utilized.
If schools are to adapt to teaching both hemispheres,
here are some indica�ions of what they might do.
I.
Involve the verbal, logical hemisphere as well as
the spatial hemisphere whenever possible.

Reward creativity as well as conformity.

2.

Revise aptitude and intelligence tests so they
3.
measure both hemispheres fairly.
4.
Design curricula and teaching strategies
specifically for those students who do not respond well
ro the left hemisphere mode.
5.
Combine some right hemisphere abilities such
as singing with left hemisphere learning, such as
spelling.

We no longer draw upon the wisdom created and
stored for us in our heritage.We no longer consult with
our forefathers as we rush into the future. We may,
indeed, be becoming a nation of children who know
only the here-and-now of television content.
Since adulthood means that we must be a force for
good, for responsibility, and for excellence, we cannot
be lacking in depth, in substance, nor in accountability
toward our cultural ideals. We must assume the
stewardship of the ideas embodied in the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
Our families, our schools, and our neighborhoods are
in trouble and yet we adhere to out-moded ideologies
and rhetoric.We behave and talk as though we are
living at the beginning of the first industrial revolution
when we are poised on the brink of new economic and
social patterns.We often teach our students as though
they were going to live in the 19th century. And, we
talk of increasing defense budgets as if our real prob
lems were external.We fail to understand where the
first line of defense ought to be.Yet, history has told us
over and over again to look to ourselves and our own
institutions for decay and collapse.

Lucille Guckes and Roben Elkins
Professors of Education
University of Nevada-Reno

Most currently prevailing patterns of education are
heavily biased toward left cerebral functioning and are
antithetical to right cerebral functioning.Our society
appears to value logic, reasoning and analysis far more
than it does visualization, creativity, imagination and
sensory/perceptual abilities. Schools, particularly, are
left-brained institutions and are becoming more
specialized through the demands for quantifiable
measurements of students' rote learning of reading,
writing and arithmetic. Great emphasis is being placed
on words and symbols, a structure of didactic instruc
tion, and right-wrong answers. Schooling, even for
young children, is concerned with representations of
reality: words, symbols, maps, cham, diagrams rather
than experiences with reality itself.
What have been the results of this specialization on
left-hemisphere instruction? The "back-to-basics"
movement, competency testing for high school gradua
tion and news releases bemoaning the population's
inability to write a letter, balance a checkbook or to
understand what is read all attest to the concerns about
the results of children's schooling.
Students at all ages appear to have difficulty in using
the integrative, synthetic and relational processes of the
right brain.Thus it appears our students are not being
offered the total education they require to understand
the complex nature of the world and themselves, and
education for the whole brain.

People orit�e�ove������
Harvey Pitman presented "Empathetic Listen

COMMUNICATION

AVIATION MANAGEMENT

MUSIC

ing" to the leadership training group of the Trinity
Dr. Ben Perker presented a workshop on "Com
mumcation and Sociologtcal lmphcations of Non
Traditional Roles," Oct. 14 for the Idaho Migrant
Council at BSU.
Dr.

Ed

Mcluskie presented a paper, "Sys

tematic Constraints for a Democratic Society:
Basic Considerations from the Communication
Theory of Society," at the Sixth National Confer
ence of Educators and Scholars Oct.

1-2

at the

University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana.
Mcluskie's article "The Embeddedness of
Communication Cnsis" has been accepted for
publication in The Journal of Communication
Inquiry.

Dave Rayborn attended the Idaho Speech Arts
Teachers Association conference in Pocatello,

Presbytenan Church Oct.

11

in Boise.

CHEMISTRY
Jack Dalton attended the annual meeting of the
Rocky Mountain Chemistry Department Chairmen
Oct. 8-9 at the University of Denver.

was elected to the Board of

organization's national conference Oct.

14-17 in

Sun Valley. He also participated in the National

of the opera.

lntercollege flying Association Board of Gover
nor's meeting in Long Beach, Calif.

Madeleine Hsu's article on concert artist and
Julliard professor Rosina Lhevinne will be pub

Elizabeth Baker and Judy Johnson presented a

lisheo in the November-December 1981 issue of

the Southeastern Regional Conference of Cllntcal
Specialists in Psychiatric-Mental Health Nursing
in Virginia Beach, Va.

ARTS AND SCIENCES

Paula Boyll and Dr. AI M acMillan have been
elected to directorships In the Boise chapter of

Dr. William J. Keppler has had his arttcle on

Hsu, and Ben Hambelton, John Robertson and

the National Association of Accountants. Boyll is

Ken Hyoe,

developing accounting workshops and MacMillan

of French piano music at the annual meehng

is organizing seminars in professional
development and continuing education for local
chapter members.

Oct. 8-9.
Dr. Marvin Cox, Dr. Ben Perker, Dr. Laurel

Dr. Gerald Schroeder conducted a "Rigoletto in
Review" class prior to the Sept. 30 performance

the American Music Teacher.

paper on "Reahty Shock: The Stress of It All" to

23-24

E. White

ACCOUNTING AND DATA PROCESSING

NURSING

Sept.

Wayne

Directors of Delta Nu Alpha and attended that

Dr. Wllllem Cox, Dr. John Medlin, Willllfl)

presenteo a multtmedia visualization

of the Idaho Association of Teachers of Language
and Culture Oct.

2

In McCall.

Cetherlne Elliott and VIctor Chacon appeared in
the Boise Civic Opera production of Rigoletto

2.

T111ynowtcz, Dawn C111n er and Dr. Suzenne

general trends U.S. society will tollow in the

Carson and Boyll attended "Planning under the

Sept. 30-0ct.

McColtlle presented workshops at the BSU High

1980's, "Future Trends," printed tn the fall, 1981

1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act," a seminar pre

Maddalena, sister to the assassin, and Chacon,

School Debate Workshop Sept. 19.

•ssue of The Nat1onal Educational Secrelary.

sented by Touche Ross and Company.

Monterone, the count.

16

Elliott sang the role of

&'

Colin MacKinnon

Assistant Professor of Educational Media

Western Oregon State College, Monmouth

The teaching of reading and writing in the early
grades and the difficulties encountered by primary
grade teachers is a classic example of the one-dimen
sional approach to learning and cognition which has
been perpetuated by a literate culture.
Since many young children have already spent more
time in front of a television set before attending school
than they will spend in their first six years of schooling,
their so-called ''right brain'' skills are more highly
developed than those of former generations of
Americans.
Television's influence as a brain developer is mainly
spatial and holistic, rather than just linguistic. Tele
vision itself does not provide much opportunity for
reading readiness experiences and time spent watching
television prevents the child the opportunity for many
of the traditional childhood activities like physical exer
cise, games, art and craft projects, dancing and music.
Many children arrive at their first �chool experience
literally impoverished-less prepared to be able to learn
to read than their parents.
Up until recently. this situation was treated solely as a
dysfunction, or learning disability. Viewed another
way, it can be considered the development of other
areas of the brain at the expense of those pans of the
brain which are involved in language development.
Schools have found thc;mselves in a precarious position
when making curriculum decisions which involve
balancing right and left-brain teaching.

One of the least recognized but greatest motivating
factors for teaching young children is the activities they
explore naturally and the skills they develop during this
exploration. Th� educators who ignore the hours of
practice which children get in watching television or
playing electronic games are not accepting the skills
that these activities develop as well as the value which
the children place upon them.
Subjects like an, music, physical education, and
health will need to be thought about in new ways.
Holistic education is not a subject or discipline, it is one
means of conceiving the world. A person cannot be
holistically educated in one subject.
Physical education is no longer something which
happens twice weekly at nine o'clock, but a way of
assuring that the body is healthy at the same time it is
involved in other schoolllife experiences. Art is not one
period a week all year or five times a week for a quarter.
An becomes one means for expressing other kinds of
ideas about life, another way of viewing the world.
The compartmentalization of the curriculum
becomes extremely difficult because it doesn't exist in
those ways in reality.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

St�rr promotes civics
in U.S. classrooms
"To teach social studies without the law is like learn
ing vertebrate anatomy without the backbone,'' said a
national leader in social studies at a recent BSU appear
ance.
Dr. Isadore Starr, former president of the National
Council for the Social Studies and a member of the
U.S. Department of Education screening committee for
law-related education proposals spoke here on civic
education to Northwest Educators.
In his keynote talk at the Education and Contem
porary America Symposium and in a FOCUS interview,
Starr expounded his views on how America's children
should be educated for citizenship.
''We need to teach our children to live in three
worlds: the worlds of private affairs, practical affairs, and
public affairs," he said.
"This is a world in which the legally illiterate lose
their money or their property or both. Those who are
legally illiterate are vulnerable, and those who refuse to
participate in the life of public affairs are made fools by
it," he said.
''The 'new social studies' and other varieties of
teaching are often motivated by such cliches as 'Ours is
a government of law and not of man' or 'Ignorance of
the law is no excuse.' The law is never explained that
way in any depth," Starr said.
Starr's concern for the law led him to become
involved in the creation of curriculum which brings
together bar associations with school districts to plan
law related education projects.
He has been a member of the American Bar Associa
tion Special Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship, which has sponsored several hundred such
projects in U.S. schools.
Among those projects are three major types:
• Street law which explores relationships between
teachers and students, landlords and tenants, and

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

I

Dr. John B. Robertson and Dr. Jerry Jose

family, juvenile, welfare, and criminal law;
• Conceptual law, the examination of such ideas as
liberty, justice, authority, and privacy;
• Participatory law, how to get things done, parlia
mentary procedure, lobbying, visits to penitentiaries,
and simulations of legal problems such as police
apprehension.
The next decade will be important because Congress
will declare bicentennials in 1987 for the drafting of the
U.S. Constitution, the oldest such document in use in
the world, and in 1991 for the ratification of the Bill of
Rights, Starr said.
''How are we going to celebrate? Are we going to
take these documents into the classroom?'' Starr asked.
He feels that their study, particularly of the implica
tions and history of the Bill of Rights, is essential.
"The Constitution would not have been ratified
without the Bill ofRights, which was designed to pro
tect the individual against abuses from the majority,''
he said.
He cited the necessity then to separate church and
state in the newly formed nation.
"Today, we see this lack of separation in Iran," he
said.
''There is a move today to draft a constitutional
amendment to bring prayers into the schools. That
would be very unfortunate. Prayers to me are very
important, but they are also very private. We need
more and more attention to the need for privacy. We
must be prepared to take a stand to sustain and ensure
privacy,'' he said.
To explain such a concept as freedom of religion to
students, Starr advocates teaching historical back
ground of that freedom, and having students explain to
each other what their religions are.
''Then we explain that our Constitution mandates
not tolerance, but freedom, that people have the right
to believe.
''Most young people know very little about that right
and others, about the Bill ofRights. They don't know
that freedom of speech is freedom, not just for the
speech we like, but for that we hate. The test is for ideas
we don't like,'' Starr said.

ART

Or. David Torbet spoke on "Emotions and How
to Cope with diabetes and Other Illnesses" at the

Dr. Gary Moncrief, associate professor, pre

attended the Idaho Association of Teachers of

Brent Smith has been selected to exhibit a

sented a paper "Change in State Legislatures: An

Language and Culture meeting in McCall Oct.

color photograph in the National Juried photog

Organizational Perspective" at the 1981 annual

1-3. Robertson, who served as association presi

raphy exhibition, "American Vision," which will

meeting of the American Political Science Asso

dent for 1960-81, will be conference chairman for

run at New Yor11 University Oct. 13-Nov. 7. The

1981-82.Jose will serve as president-elect for

show will also be on display at Montclair State

1981-82 and president for 1982-83.

College in Montclair, New Jersey, from Dec. 15

ciation In September. At that meeting Dr. Gr.gory

Raymond, associate professor, presented a paper

"Predicting the Onset of War with Psycho
Cultural Indicators." The conference was held in
New Yor11 City.
Moncrief will chair a panel on natural resource
policy In the West at the 1982 Westem Political
Science Association annual meeting next March
in San Diego, Calif.

MARKETING AND MID-MANAGEMENT
Drs. Douglas Lincoln and Gary McCain,
Associate Professors of Mar1leti.1g, had their

Former BSU political science and public
published an article "Abundance (is) at Hand!" In
the latest Issue (Vol. IV, No.3) issue of New
Realities magazine.

20.

MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
Dr. Roger Roderick attended the Delta Nu

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
Jim Faucher, Director of Development, was
keynote speaker lor the Ada County Combined
Federal Campaign kick-off Sept. 16. He spoke on
volunteerism to federal agency representatives.

ADMINISTRATION
Leland Mercy was the featured speaker at the
Idaho Medical Record Association's annual meet

article "Background Music's Effect on Employees

Alpha National Conference Oct. 14-17 in Sun

ing in Sun Valley Sept.

and Customers: A Managerial Dilemma" pub

Valley.

harassment on the job.

lished in the Oct. 16 issue of Marketing News.

PSYCHOLOGY

STAFF

This is a national semi-monthly publication of the
American Marlleting Association.

administration instructor Rlc:hald Mllbbut t has

to Feb.

Weiser Diabetes Association meeting Sept. 17.

Drs. Duston R. Scudder and O.ry McCain pre
sented a program on "Marlleting for Health Care

Dr. O.rvln Ch8ataln's article, "Non-Target

28-29.

He spoke on sexual

The Boise State University Association of

Delectability and lnterterence with Paralovea

Office Personnel installed new officers at the

Target Identification," has been accepted lor pub

Sept. 10 meeting. They are:

lication In Acta Psychologlca. Chastain has com

Sandy Lee, president;

C.thy Hlimpton, secretary; Jeckle Fuller,

treasurer; and 01- c.tco, Phytlla C.rnehan,

Organizations" for the Idaho Society lor Hospital

pleted a publisher's review lor Holt, Rinehart and

Public Relations at Idaho Hospital Association

Winston of the third edition of Understanding

lots S.ntll..,_ and M.tlyn Pllteraon, area rel)

48th Annual Convention in Sun Valley Sept. 27.

human behavior by J.V. McConnel.

resentatlves.
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cold-drill wins again·

What Is black and white and read all over, and
has once again won a national first place gold
medal award for literary excellence?
Answer: The 1�1BSU magazine cold-drill,
which has won the Columbia University Scholas
tic Press Association first place gold medal award
for the third year in a row.
Cold-drill 'a imaginative faculty &eema bound
less, and Its ability to come up consistently with
an established format much of its own with qual
ity writing and art year after year through succes
sive editions represents no small accomplish
ment in collegiate journalism," the Columbia
judges said In an evaluation of the magazine.
Advertised last spring as "a confectioner's
del\ght in literary form," the magazine was liter
ally that: an assortment of short stories, photo
graphs, essays, poetry, and a fat cat poster-all
packaged loosely In sections in a candy box wrap
per which Invited readers to sample the sweets
inside.
Linda McAndrew and Sally Thomas edited last
year's cold-drill. Dr. Robert Allen Papinchak was
the faculty editor and Fred Fritchman, art
director. The magazine was printed by BSU Print
ing and Graphic Services.
The CSPA first place gold medal was also
awarded to the 1978-79 and 1979-80cold-drill
editions. This year's magazine also won the third
place award of the New York based Coordinating
Council of Literary Magazines, which cited It as
"an excellent and clever journal."
Of 132 magazines eritered ftom1�s states, cold
elrill was the only one west of Chicaao to win that
award, rated only behind publications from Ohio's
Oberlin College, Notre Dame University, and
Amherst College, Mass.

'

Idaho Fat Cat Statistics
Speaking In millions:
Of aU two hundred 1wenfy Americans
One half has command of a dollar or more.
Speaking in thoUs.nds:
New York houses tlfty�e.
While California and Illinois share sixty·four,
And a not insignificant yet not extremely astounding
twenty-two reside in Idaho.
But speaking of a typical thousand:
Three of these portly felines are found In a New York cut.
The same cut &om California and Illinois yields two.
Vet In each of the eight hundred fifty-seven Idaho cuts
There are twenty-seven seven-figure club members.
I.e., there is a corpulent tabby In every thirty-seven Idahoans.
Now that's all math.
Unless, of course, you are an ldahoan
With thirty-six poor friends.

NlcDudzlk
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Coming home
Boise athletes return
•
By Larry Burke
BSU News Services
There was a time when BSU wide receiver Kipp
Bedard and redshin fullback Paul DiLulo ran in the fast
lane of college football.
Lured to the campuses of Notre Dame and University
of Southern California, they were living the dream of
almost every high school senior who touches a football.
They were playing in the ''big time,'' surrounded by
the glitter of television exposure, national rankings,
bowl bids, and some of the most frenzied fans in the
country.
But all that glittered was not gold. Their thoughts
were not on bowl bids, but on Boise, on friends and
family. Then they turned their backs on it all and came
home.
Bedard and DiLulo, along with Oregon State trans
fers Carl Keever and Rich Panzeri, were some of the
most highly recruited athletes to come out of Boise high
schools in years.Now, after playing for larger programs,
they are Boise State Broncos.
But they do not come home as failures in their
attempts at the big time.In fact, Dilulo (Boise HS) was
USC's starting fullback for much of last season and
played in two Rose Bowls.Bedard (Capital HS) got
some playing time as a freshman on Notre Dame's
national championship team and probably would have
been a starter the next season.
Keever (Boise HS) staned some for Oregon State at
outside linebacker, and Panzeri (Boise HS) was being
groomed as a quarterback and running back.
�

BSU football coach Jim Criner, who recrufted all four
players out of high·school, says it isn't unusual for local
athletes to leave town, only to djscover that things
aren't that much different than at Boise State.
"It's always attractive .. .and they don't realize this
until they have been away ... to play in front of the
home town fans.Those are memories they will carry
with them for life.
''The grass isn't always greener on the other side of
the fence.I think at Boise State we can offer an athlete
everything he would get at USC, except a chance to play
in the Rose Bowl.
Why did they leave? And why did they come back?
All of them agree that they were anxious high school
seniors who wanted to experience life beyond Boise.
"It was the typical 'Boise syndrome' ...let's get out
of town and see the rest of the world,'' points out
Keever.
''At the time I felt like I needed to get away,'' adds
Bedard.
''I wanted to get out of town and be on my own,''
explained DiLulo.
Bedard was strongly attracted to Notre Dame's foot
ball tradition. That wasn't a big factor for the others.
"I was attracted by the reputation.Academics and
football at Notre Dame have always been good.The

program sold itself,'' says Bedard.
Keever and Panzeri went to OSU because they felt
they could play as freshmen.DiLulo was attracted to
the Los Angeles area.
But after the newness wore off, all four athletes
missed their families and friends who weren't there to
share their successes.
''Nobody in Boise cares about Notre Dame.But here
people seem to attach themselves.People follow you
more here ... it is more of a family situation here,''
explains Bedard.
"My fiance was here ...I just missed home.I am an
outdoors person at hean.There are no mountains
there.
''It hit during spring break.It was a hard decision to
make, but I had a feeling that it wasn't the place for
me.If you won't be happy in a place, you have to do
something about it,'' he adds.
DiLulo says he was happy for the first year.Then
things changed.
''My feelings toward it staned going downhill after
that.I'd come home and stay longer than I was
supposed to.

�
.-,·
·

ChuckSchMr

''I was doing well in football, but academically I
didn't fed like I was striving for any goal whatsoever. I
just wanted to be back in Boise," said DiLulo, who
spent three years at SC.
'It was hard leaving,'' says Keever about his
depanure from Oregon State.I thought about it a
lot ...I would lay awake at nights thinking 'should I or
should I not?'
''Then a family situation came up that cemented it.I
wanted to be closer to home.I think I will like it here
better because I can play in front of the home fans."
"I liked the coaching staff, but I couldn't adjust. I
really missed my fri�nds and parents ...there is no
place like home," adds Panzeri.
•

If there is a lesson in their experiences, they say it is
that high school seniors should carefully analyze the
pros and cons of the school they choose.
Seniors should be aware of the glitter ...that
shouldn't be the deciding factor.The first thing, they
should go to a place where they will be the happiest,
says Bedard.
"I think it may be harder to compete in the Big
Sky, he adds, because players in this league have
something to prove.''
''Look at the success of our local players.Many of
them have been all-conference or all-Americans. They
probably get a better education here because of the
individual attention, they have an opportunity to play,
and they can continue the winning tradition they had
in high school,'' says Criner.
'I don't think an athlete should go big time just to
go big time.I tell them it is best to go where they can
play, where they just aren't a number, he adds.

says Bedard.
''I don't think I'll ever miss it. I'm happy here and
have no second thoughts. I will be happy to see SC
make the Rose Bowl ...and I'll be happy I won't be
there too,'' comments DiLulo.

BAA begins program
of deferred giving
The BAA has established a deferred giving program
which will enable boosters to name the Bronco Athletic
Association as the beneficiary of special gifts such as
cash, securities, real property, life insurance and per
sonal property items. Proceeds will be used by the BAA
to endow future athletic scholarships at BSU.
According to BAA endowment committee chairman
Fred Adolphsen, the Association will soon be conduct
ing seminars to inform interested parties of the oppor
tunities and advantages of such giving.
Individuals who wish to learn more about the pro
gram or would be interested in attending one of the
special seminars should contact the BAA office at
385-3556.

•

••

Do they miss the large crowds, national television
exposure, and attention they received before coming
back?
"It's exciting, but it's not that much different
here," says Panzeri.
"I don't think I made the wrong decision ...I'm

thankful for my experiences at Notre Dame, though,''

Bowl selects Woods
Rick Woods, Boise State University's outstanding
strong safety I punt return specialist, has been invited to
compete in the Olympia Gold Bowl onJanuary 16. The
game will be played in San Diego'sJack Murphy
Stadium.
Woods will be among 66 of the top football players
in the country to panicipate in the game.
19
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You are a reporter ...
We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself, your
brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends-anyone who ever
attended Boise·State University. And, at the same time, include their current addresses.
Many thanks for covering this very special ''beat'' for FOCUS. Send to FOCUS, Alumni
Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.
Name
Address
City. State. Zip
Year Graduated
Newsltem

Major

_
________ _
___
_
_
____

----

At last!!

..

